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Milliken returns as headline
sponsor of global PCIAW®
Summit & Awards 2021

M

illiken & Company is proud to
announce its headline sponsorship
of the highly-anticipated PCIAW®
Summit, Networking & Awards event on 2nd 3rd November 2021.

The professional clothing industry is one of the most technical,
design-led markets within the textile industry and the PCIAW®
Awards offers up to twenty-one globally-esteemed awards from
four major categories:
• PPE Innovation of the Year Awards
• Business Manager of the Year Award

Milliken is a long-standing Trusted Member of the Professional

• Suppliers, Distributors & Manufacturers Awards

Clothing Industry Association Worldwide (PCIAW®).

• Industry Recognition Awards

Hosted at the luxurious Hilton London Metropole Hotel, this
year’s PCIAW® event will be located in Central London, close to

The PCA VISION student design competition is set to return this

the iconic British landmarks of Buckingham Palace and West End.

year and will be presented by Harold Tillman CBE, Enterprise

The PCIAW® Summit,
Networking & Awards event

“

and Business Advisor,

As a global leader in textile manufacturing,

it’s our honour to help bring the industry’s

is the most important
date in the calendar for
the professional clothing

most innovative and thoughtful minds together

London College of Fashion
(UAL). PCA VISION is a
competition of global
proportions in its own right

sector, facilitating lucrative

for this impactful event. As an added bonus,

and will offer unrivalled

networking opportunities

this year’s theme of sustainability aligns

opportunities for the

with key players in the
corporatewear, workwear

exceedingly well with Milliken’s purpose, values

”

and personal protective

and vision.

equipment (PPE) markets.

Chad McAllister, Executive Vice President of Milliken &
Company and President of the Textile Division

Paul Castelli, International

Sales Director, Westex: A
Milliken Brand will co-launch the PCIAW® Summit & Networking
event on 2nd November, in partnership with Yvette Ashby,
Founder and CEO, PCIAW®.
This year’s PCIAW® Summit & Networking event will be titled:
Sustainability: Are You Ready?. The conference will feature over
20 international thought leaders with educational presentations
for exclusive insights across the supply chain with an overarching
emphasis on sustainability.

the global pandemic, the

& Awards event offers something to look forward to after over
nearly a year and a half of virtual communications.
Yvette Ashby, CEO, PCIAW® remarked: “It is my honour to
have Milliken & Company as a long-term partner and supporter
of PCIAW®. Milliken is a globally renowned industry leader in
performance textiles and marked its 100-year anniversary for
manufacturing in the UK in 2020.

/company/millikentextiles

(+1) 614-937-3318

/millikentextiles

/millikentextiles

/MillikenandCo
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industry battling through
PCIAW® Summit, Networking

www.milliken.com

Summit & Awards

After a turbulent year for
the professional clothing

Michael Langley, Vice President Sales & Marketing, Westex:
A Milliken Brand will open the PCIAW® Awards ceremony,
following the champagne reception and three-course gala
dinner to celebrate the achievements and innovations from the
professional clothing industry.

PCIAW®VOICE

shortlisted student finalists.

Buy your tickets to the PCIAW® Summit,
Networking & Awards here:
pciaw.org/pciaw-summit-awards/buy-tickets

Uniform Buyers’ Network

www.pciaw.org
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Welcome
Declan
Osborn
Editor

T: +44 (0)1908 411 415
M: +44 (0) 7770 873 200
E: declan@pciaw.org

Welcome to the
August-October edition
of PCIAW®VOICE.
The professional clothing industry
is making strides in its bounce
back from the aftermath of the
global pandemic.

As the PPE market continues with
its unprecedented increase in
demand, the workwear sector has
remained resilient throughout and
Editorial
Assistant
is expected to grow significantly
as nations around the world turn
to investment in infrastructure
T: +44 (0) 1908 411 415
E: samia@pciaw.org
and green new deals. And at
last, the corporatewear market is
reporting that its core products are experiencing a resurgence in
demand, as the hospitality and events industries begin to openup again.

Samia
Majid

If there can be a silver lining found from the COVID-19 pandemic,
with all the harm it has brought about the world, it is that people,
businesses, and governments have realised and reflected on the
potential consequences of the upcoming challenge of climate
change and have finally begun to listen and take action.
With the UK preparing for its Presidency of the UN Climate
Change Conference (COP26) later this year, PCIAW® published
the report, ‘Circular Textiles for a Sustainable Future’ to guide
the professional clothing industry on how to design circularity
into garments, by educating on how textiles are recycled using
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current and emerging technologies, to drive the industry’s
transition to a sustainable, circular economy.
The PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards event, sponsored
by Milliken & Company is confirmed for the 2nd – 3rd November
2021 and is launching with the first round of speaker and topic
announcements in this edition of PCIAW®VOICE magazine.
Also inside this edition of PCIAW®VOICE, we report on the latest
news from the professional clothing industry, celebrating the
success of PCIAW® Trusted Members and pioneers who driving
innovation in textiles.
GORE-TEX will display their PYRAD workwear which offer
lightweight arc rated, rainproof protection.
The Global Head and Project Director of A+A is interviewed by
PCIAW® as the Media Partner for the trade fair for health and
safety at work.
PULSAR® pushes boundaries with innovations in cut-resistant,
hi-vis polos, alongside the Blizzard thermal collection made from
sustainable fibres.
Seahawk Apparel outlines their vision for its production of
specialist workwear proudly made in Britain with a passion for
sustainability.
Douglas Bailey reports on the impact of the corporatewear
market from the global pandemic.
OCO Global and FIPA pitch the case for Tunisia as a nearshore
manufacturing partner with labour cost comparisons of its rival
countries.
And finally, PCIAW® celebrates its new recruits to the association
as Trusted Members.

Buyers’ Guide

Uniform Buyers’ Network

www.pciaw.org
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Info
This Issue Diary Dates
September 2021

November 2021

7-8 September
The Emergency Services Show
NEC, Birmingham, UK.

2 November
PCIAW® Summit & Networking
The most important date in the
professional clothing calendar

The UK’s leading event dedicated to
transforming the emergency services
www.emergencyuk.com

3 November
PCIAW® Awards
The acclaimed black-tie ceremony
celebrating the accomplishments of
the industry

7-9 September
The Health & Safety Event
NEC, Birmingham, UK.
The UK health and safety event
dedicated to improving workplace
safety standards
www.healthandsafetyevent.com

Front cover:
PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards
in partnership with Milliken & Company.
2nd - 3rd November 2021
Hilton London Metropole

Milliken & Company is proud to be
the partner of the 2021 Summit,
Networking & Awards.
Hilton London Metropole
225 Edgware Road, London
W2 1JU, United Kingdom.

14-17 September
DSEI
ExCeL London, UK
The world-leading defence and
security event
www.dsei.co.uk

October 2021
26-29 October
A+A Trade Fair
Düsseldorf, Germany
The largest international trade
platform promoting health, safety,
and security at work returns.
www.aplusa-online.com

Book your tickets now:
www.pciaw.org info@pciaw.org

10-11 November
Plastic Free World Conference & Expo
Koelnmesse GmbH,
Cologne, Germany
The world’s largest event for materials
innovations, technologies, and circular
economy solutions
www.plasticfree-world.com

Get in touch:
CEO:
Yvette Ashby
T: +44 (0) 1908 411 415
E: yvette@pciaw.org

Editorial Assistant:
Samia Majid
T: +44 (0) 1908 411 415
E: samia@pciaw.org

Editor:
Declan Osborn
T: +44 (0) 1908 411 415
M: +44 (0) 7770 873 200
E: declan@pciaw.org

Graphic Designer:
Geoff Platt
T: +44 (0) 1908 411 415
E: geoff@pciaw.com

Membership Executive:
Harry Forder
T: +44 (0) 1908 411 415
E: harry@pciaw.org

Published by:
PCIAW® Ltd.
South House 3A, Suite 4,
Bond Estate, Bond Avenue,
Milton Keynes MK1 1SW.
Become a PCIAW® Trusted
member today. Contact us:
E: membership@pciaw.org

The opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those shared by the editor or publishers. Although the highest level of care has been taken
to ensure accuracy the publishers do not accept any liability for omissions or errors or claims by contributors or advertisers, neither do we accept liability
for for damage or loss of unsolicited contributions. The publishers exercise the right to alter and edit any material supplied. This publication is protected by
copyright and may not be reproduced in part or in full without specific written permission of the publishers.
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A major report for the
professional clothing
and textiles industry
Photo credit: ©Von Wong. All rights reserved.

PCIAW® marks launch of
Circular Textiles report

O

Project Plan B, Stuff4Life, wear2wear™, Lenzing, W. L. Gore,
n 15th June 2021, the PCIAW®
Worn Again Technologies, DenimX, Teesside University,
was proud to celebrate the
University of Leeds, INVISTA CORDURA® Brand, Sympatex
official launch of the first
Technologies, Avena Environmental, APT Fabrics & Decontex.
of its kind Circular
PCIAW® has worked tirelessly in
Textiles for a Sustainable The Circular Textiles
close collaboration with Business in
report is a vital resource
Future report during an
the Community and Textiles 2030
for the industry to adopt
to accelerate a shift towards a
exclusive webinar uniting
forward-thinking measures
circular, sustainable framework in the
industry experts.
Our panel of renowned speakers
discussed the significance of the Circular
Textiles report in educating the global

in reuse and recycling to
finally close the loop in
textiles, once and for all.

professional clothing industry.

The Circular Textiles report is a vital
resource for the industry to adopt
forward-thinking measures in reuse

professional clothing industry on how to
effectively design-in circular principles to reuse and recycle

and recycling to finally close the loop in textiles, once and

end-of-life textiles in an ethical and sustainable manner. The

for all. PCIAW® is committed to championing sustainable

momentous webinar received a tremendous outpouring of

innovators, educating the industry, and facilitating dialogue

support and positive feedback from the textiles industry, with

to steer the direction of the industry towards a more ethical,

attendees from every corner of the globe.

circular future.

We’d like to thank our panel of speakers: our very own

The importance of systemic, infrastructural transformation

Yvette Ashby, CEO of PCIAW®, and Editor Declan Osborn.

must be facilitated by all actors involved in the life of a

We extend our gratitude to Tim Cross,
Director at Project Plan B, Peter Ramsey,
Campaign Manager for the Circular
Economy at Business in the Community
(BITC), Catherine Salvidge, Sustainable
Textiles Sector Specialist at WRAP,
Stanley Russell, Founder of APT Fabrics,
and Jamie Hart, Regional Business
Consultant at Avena Environmental.
The Circular Textiles for a Sustainable

product, influencing suppliers

PCIAW® is committed to
championing sustainable
innovators, educating the
industry, and facilitating
dialogue to steer the direction
of the industry towards a more
ethical, circular future.

of raw materials, manufacturers,
consumers, plus end-of-life
collection and disposal companies.
We hope that the Circular Textiles
report is an enriching and highly
informative guide for the entirety
of the professional clothing
industry.
Thank you to everyone who tuned

Future report is the culmination of months
of hard work and dedicated research, with invaluable

in to witness the launch of our Circular Textiles report -

contributions from the following world-leading companies

download this exclusive, first of its kind document only at

and textile institutes:

pciaw.org.

The Circular Textiles for a Sustainable Future report can be downloaded for free at
www.pciaw.org. The video of the webinar launching the report can be found there also.
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The PCIAW® vision for
circularity

I

PCIAW® envisions a circular economy that begins with an efficient collection and
dismantling stage. In order to design truly circular garments, we must involve all
participants in the supply chain and extend this dialogue to organisations and
governments across the world.

t is integral to educate young designers
and students on how to design-in
circularity in garments.

We must extend this dialogue to important actors in fabric
and fibre production so that garment technologists can design

The EU’s Circular Economy Package shows that Europe is
further ahead in its recycling journey, with EU member states
required to meet a recycling rate of 55% by 2025, 60% by
2030 and 65% by 2035.
Although the UK government joined this initiative, it missed the
2020 target of 50%, showing that there is

with 100% circularity in mind. This way,
manufacturers and industrial laundries
can operate in optimal conditions to
ensure that textiles are readily recyclable,

START
HERE

allowing collection agencies to promptly

manner, facilitating a truly
circular economy.

The PCIAW® is calling on
governments globally to invest in
textile recycling infrastructure and

sort through monofibre garments in an
economically and ethically viable

much catching up to do.

DISMANTLE
& RECYCLE

COLLECTION

technologies, as the capacity
to recycle garments is not
available on a commercial
scale yet.

EDUCATION

FIBRE & YARN

LAUNDRY

FABRIC &
MEMBRANE

MANUFACTURERS
GARMENT
TECHNOLOGISTS
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Accelerating a circular
textiles economy

I

n order to accelerate a vision of circularity
on a truly global scale, PCIAW® is delving
into the intricate processes of reusing and
recycling, collaborating with an expert network
of leading companies in the professional
clothing industry to champion an eco-conscious
future based on renewable sources.
Project Plan B, Avena Environmental, Stuff4Life, DenimX and
Worn Again Technologies are all piloting promising developments
that are capable of recycling now and are all made to be fully
scalable in the future.

FIBRE & YARN
The fibres and yarns are the starting point of a garment’s
production and so it is imperative that producers design-in
circularity, particularly if using synthetic materials. The textile
industry must diversify to find degradable materials or ensure
fibres are fully recyclable to prevent landfill waste.

FABRIC & MEMBRANE
To create a sustainable future, fabrics manufacturers must
consider circularity. It is important to think about linings,
adhesives and dyeing to avoid creating fabrics incompatible
with recycling technologies.

GARMENT TECHNOLOGISTS
One of the key challenges the developing recycling technologies
are facing is a lack of compatible clothing to process due to the
Garment technologists oversee every stage of production,
nature of the current production
from design to manufacture.
methods using complex multi-fibre
Therefore, it is imperative that
It is clear that the textile industry
blends. It is imperative that the
circularity is at the forefront
must
foreground
resource
textile industry begins designing-in
of their thinking. Without
circularity now in order to mitigate
garment technologists ensuring
efficiency, end-of-life recyclability
against clothing going to landfill at
recyclability in every aspect, the
and sustainable development from
its end-of-life. There is no logic to
end-product risks the fate of
waiting for recycling technologies
landfill or incineration.
renewable natural materials.
to expand capacity to begin
MANUFACTURERS
producing sustainable garments
Manufacturers must take responsibility for incorporating
because this will guarantee clothing manufactured over the
recyclable fibres, yarns and fabrics into garments and ensuring
next few years will suffer the end-of-life fate of environmentally
components are compatible with recycling infrastructure
damaging landfill or incineration.
The professional clothing industry is making significant inroads
into facilitating recycling initiatives already. The bulk of workwear
garments are made from polyester, which shows that the sector
is ideally positioned to implement vast collection and recycling
policies, with monofibre garments notably more efficient for
recycling.

or have a strategy in place for dismantling non-recyclable
materials. By offering take back and mend schemes at end-oflife, manufacturers can keep the closed-loop system flowing
smoothly.

LAUNDRY
Workwear and PPE can become contaminated in hazardous

DISMANTLE & RECYCLE

working environments, preventing a circular-ready garment

The supply chain must understand how to dispose of textiles
in order to create circular-ready clothing. It is important to

from being recycled. By partnering with textile laundry

understand the process of sorting, deconstructing and upcycling
in order to design-in circularity.

processing by recycling technologies.

EDUCATION:

To recycle textiles, they first must be collected. Collection
of end-of-life clothing, whether by end-users or the
suppliers, is an essential bedrock of the circulatory system.
If the supply chain succeeds in creating a circular-ready
clothing, they could still end-up in landfill if not distributed
to the recycling companies.

Education is the key to unlocking a circular textile economy.
Teaching of the closed loop systems must start at the
educational level, with all schools, colleges, and universities
educating student designers of the positive environmental
impact a circular economy will provide.

PCIAW®VOICE
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services, contaminated clothing can be cleaned to allow for
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BITC: A Uniform Approach

orporate workwear is worn by
approximately 11.6 million people
in the UK, making up around
a third of the total workforce and
amounting to around 16,000 tonnes
each year.

clothing supply chain, providing insights into manufacturing,

Worryingly, it is estimated that 90% of this is sent to landfill

Professional clothing refers to all garments which are issued

or incineration after use; a greater proportion than for clothing

by employers to their employees and includes corporatewear,

as a whole. Furthermore, whilst efforts to date have done

workwear, and PPE.

well to define the issue and solutions required, they have not
managed to achieve the scale and momentum required for
sustained results. An opportunity remains to leverage the power
of procurement to the way corporate workwear is designed,
procured, used, reused, and recycled. With the support of the

supplying, procurement, and recycling processes.
This report sets out our findings, sharing unique insights
into what is needed to improve the sustainability of the
workwear sector, as well as suggesting principles which can be
incorporated into workwear procurement.

What is professional clothing?

• Corporatewear is design-driven and reflects company
identity and branding in a sophisticated, elegant style.
This includes high end uniforms for prestigious companies
such as airlines, banks, or the hospitality industry.

PCIAW®, and as part of the lnterreg North Sea Region ProCirc

• Workwear is designed for specialist professional sectors,

project, BITC has facilitated dialogue between procurers from

featuring structured garments with technical protection

diverse sectors as well as key decision makers in the professional

and functionality to help workers carry out their jobs in

Circular professional clothing procurement principles

industrial sectors like construction, rail, oil, and gas.

• PPE must conform to strict regulations to protect wearers
from workplace dangers and hazards, particularly in the
emergency services and healthcare sectors.
Read the full report: A Uniform Approach: Defining
procurement principles for sustainable professional
clothing at bitc.org.uk
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Incorporatewear for Virgin Atlantic: Iconic design by Vivienne Weswood
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PCIAW® Match Making
Service launches with
resounding success

T

he PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network
(UBN) successfully launched a new
Match Making service for buyers and
suppliers within workwear, corporatewear,
PPE and accessories in May 2021.

Peter Belk, Director, Business in the Community comments:

This game-changing, free service is integral to forging
transparency and reliability in order to accelerate sustainability
in the global garment sector. The UBN has identified many

Publishing Ltd are also providing financial and market data

sustainability challenges faced by key players within this rapidly
evolving global business sector and have generated solutions to
enable buyers and suppliers to work together collaboratively to
utilise the latest advances in garment science and technology.
“Developing creditable partnerships in the industry is key
to enabling the efficient sourcing of sustainable, recyclable,
resource-efficient uniforms with accuracy and consistency of
global sizing and design,” says Yvette Ashby, CEO of PCIAW®

“

We believe that PCIAW®’s new Match
Making platform has the potential to
completely transform current workwear
procurement policies, promote
sustainability, and forge trust and
transparency within the industry.

”
Whitney Cathcart, Co-Founder and
CSO, 3DLOOK

“The Match Making platform is the ideal place to trial and
implement the Sustainable Procurement Principles developed by
BITC and PCIAW® in consultation with buyers and suppliers from
across the sector.”
The financial and business evaluation specialists Plimsoll
reports on suppliers before they are matched to buyers. This
will save time for buyers researching the market for compatible
business partners and aims to help forge trust and transparency
quickly between both parties.
Directors of PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network, all highly
respected procurers across the private and public sector
professional clothing markets, herald the arrival of this new
initiative. They include Louise Johnson from the Natwest Group;
Samantha Heilling from the Public Sector; Karen Sparrow from
Virgin Galactic and Nisha Muire from Air Canada, as part of the
Star Alliance Group.
Procurement teams are striving to work towards their
sustainability targets and their focus is now turning to uniforms
to mitigate against landfill dumping at a garment’s end-of-life.
The NatWest Group is one of Principle Partners for the COP26
UN Climate Summit, in Glasgow, UK in November 2021 and plans
to launch a new sustainable uniform in 2022. They are enthused
by the work between PCIAW® and Business in the Community
(BITC) on educating about the importance of redesigning, reusing
and recycling uniforms.

PCIAW® has partnered with Business in the Community (BITC) to
drive forward sustainable clothing procurement policies with the
industry.

These exciting sustainable procurement initiatives will work as a

Rock Fall		

Tailored Image
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guide and roadmap to support WRAP’s Textiles 2030 campaign,
to which PCIAW® is proud to be a Founding Signatory.

Hunter Apparel
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Industry News

Lenzing awarded platinum status
for sustainability by EcoVadis

Polartec announces full use of
non-PFAS DWR treatments

The Lenzing Group, the world’s leading supplier of sustainably
produced specialty fibres, has been awarded Platinum status
in EcoVadis’ CSR rating. The assessment comprehensively
covers the four main CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)
practices.

Polartec®, a Milliken & Company brand, and premium creator
of innovative and sustainable textile solutions, announces the
elimination of PFAS (per- and polyfluoralkyl substances) in its
DWR (durable water repellent) treatments across its line of
performance fabrics.

Read more at www.pciaw.org

Read more at www.pciaw.org

Recover scales textile-to-textile recycling to meet growing
demand
As part of a fourth-generation family-owned company with a 70-year long history in
textile recycling, materials science company Recover saw recycling fibres as a way to
transform the fashion industry long before it was fashionable..
Read more at www.pciaw.org

Isko teams with MIT to accelerate smart textiles R&D
Fashion and technology no longer exist in separate silos. The industry’s adoption of
technological advancements has been disrupting the way the denim supply chain
operates in recent years.
Read more at www.pciaw.org

ACT Fire & Rescue selects new firefighting PPE from MSA Bristol
Pac Fire in Australia has secured a new contract to supply state-of-the-art MSA Bristol
structural firefighting PPE to ACT Fire & Rescue. ACTF&R provides a rapid response
capability from nine strategically located Fire Stations across the Australian Capital
Territory.
Read more at www.pciaw.org

Revealed: £6bn NHS glove contract shows rocketing cost of PPE
The Department of Health and Social Care has set aside up to £6bn to spend on
disposable gloves over the next two years, underlining the huge expense of continuing to
supply the NHS with personal protective equipment (PPE).
Read more at www.pciaw.org
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Industry News

COP26 volunteers to be kitted out
with sustainable uniforms from
Lion Safety

World Bank says global recovery is
strong but uneven

One tree to be planted for every volunteer uniform created
COP26 volunteers will wear uniforms made from recycled and
sustainable fabrics when the international climate change
summit comes to Glasgow on 31 October – 12 November
2021.

The global economy is expected to expand 5.6% in 2021, the
fastest post-recession pace in 80 years, largely on strong
rebounds from a few major economies. However, many
emerging market and developing economies continue to
struggle with the COVID-19 pandemic and its aftermath.

Read more at www.pciaw.org

Read more at www.pciaw.org

Hunter celebrates 85 years of business
Hunter Apparel Solutions Limited (Hunter) celebrated its 85th anniversary on the 25th of
June 2021 with an event at Soda & Starch in the Craft Village, Derry~Londonderry.
Read more at www.pciaw.org

New footwear brand Gales launches first ever smart PPE
footwear® for nurses
New footwear brand, Gales, has created the first line of Smart PPE Footwear® for
healthcare workers with innovative antimicrobial, waterproof, slip-resistant shoes.
Read more at www.pciaw.org

Elis announces acquisition of PestGuard in Ireland
Elis, an international multi-service provider, offering textile, hygiene, and facility
services solutions, which is present in Europe and Latin America, today announces the
acquisition of 100% of PestGuard Limited in Ireland.
Read more at www.pciaw.org

General Recycled gives new life to FR industrial workwear
Based in Vancouver, British Columbia, General Recycled (GR) was created to deal
with the growing problem of non-biodegradable Flame Resistant (FR) garments being
disposed of in landfills.
Read more at www.pciaw.org
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A+A: the return of
excellence in occupational
safety & health

A

+A is the world’s
leading trade
fair for safety,
security and health at
work.

On 26-29 October 2021, the top
national and international decisionmakers will meet up once again at the
A+A event held in Düsseldorf, Germany. Registrations received so
far show that actors from the entire industry are looking forward
to meeting at A+A once again.
PCIAW® joins Birgit Horn, Global Head and Project Director at A+A,
Messe Düsseldorf, to discuss the return of the leading trade fair.
Together, we talk over A+A’s plan to accommodate COVID health
and safety regulations; PCIAW®’s critical role as the Media Partner
for the event, and emerging trends and patterns to look out for.
What makes A+A one of the biggest trade fairs in Europe,
and what is the key to success?
A+A is the global industry meeting place because it offers a
complete overview of the latest trends and products in the fields
of occupational safety and health. The last edition in 2019 saw
over 2,100 exhibitors from more than 60 countries, including
many market leaders, participating in the leading trade fair, yearafter-year. Through forums, theme parks and special shows, A+A
invites visitors to engage in an intensive dialogue with experts
and to experience products live. In October 2021, the future of
work will once again be presented through innovative solutions
from exhibitors on the thematic focal points: digitalisation of
work, digital applications and solutions, and sustainability across
all halls.
What are A+A’s plans to accommodate COVID-19 related
concerns in the 2021 event?
To make our guests feel completely safe at A+A, Messe
Düsseldorf has developed officially coordinated hygiene and
infection protection standards for all visitors, exhibitors and
members of staff. In accordance with future developments and
legal requirements, we will continuously update the concept and
our information offerings. A compact summary of the hygiene
standards applicable at the exhibition grounds in Düsseldorf can
be found on our website: Fact Sheet General. For exhibitors, we
also have compiled a version for the stand construction area:
Fact Sheet Stand Construction.

other if they are not able to attend physically due to ongoing
travel restrictions. However, through our online offerings, we are
still attracting new users to A+A. For example, those unable to
attend in the past due to their hierarchical level in the company
can now easily join online. The exhibitor web sessions invite
participants to take part interactively and ask their questions
directly. If you are unable to attend live web sessions, you can
also watch videos on-demand afterwards.
In addition, visitors will enjoy a comprehensive online offering in
the product database. This includes more product information,
videos, and much easier ways to connect with industry experts
via our matchmaking tool. Nevertheless, a physical presence
at A+A 2021 will always be the most immersive and gainful
experience one can achieve.
What are some of the biggest challenges in planning this
year’s event?
The decisions made are beyond our control, making it harder
to plan everything in advance for A+A this year. Ongoing travel
restrictions and prohibitions make it rather difficult to plan the
show, however, we will organise everything as normal from our
side and look forward to hosting A+A in October.
How critical is PCIAW® as a media partner for A+A?
It is crucial to have partners like PCIAW® which garner prompt
and expert support whilst informing and educating the entire
professional clothing industry. Considering the circumstances,
PCIAW® is sharing A+A updates in the shortest possible time and
on all possible channels. A+A is very pleased to receive the great
support of our media partners across the world.
What trends and patterns have emerged in the industry that
are of interest to A+A?
The trend topics of A+A 2021 are digitisation and sustainability,
with the pandemic accelerating the importance of these topics.
Wider society expects a responsible approach towards the
usage of resources and digital innovations are making their way
into the industry at a lightspeed pace.
Companies and institutions exhibiting in our Robotics Park and
the START-UP ZONE will showcase innovative products and
technologies which will drive these important topics forward. In
our trend forum and Congress, digitisation and sustainability will
also play a major role.
But right now, it is too early to give more insights on speakers
and topics, so stay tuned!

Additional digital services such as the exhibitor web sessions,
sections of the A+A Congress, and the online product database,
will still enable visitors and exhibitors to get in touch with each
PCIAW®VOICE
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Visibly superior protection

P

ULSAR®, a global leader in highperformance apparel, continues to push
the boundaries of innovation, and is proud
to become the latest PCIAW® Trusted Member.

PULSAR®’s innovative range of high-performance wear

Its certified, technologically advanced products ensure that

keeps wearers warm in temperatures down to -15° during even

wearers remain confident in the knowledge that they are

the coldest winter months.

protected from all elements and potential workplace hazards.

Prioritising the comfort and safety of the wearer without

As a member of the British Safety Industry Federation’s (BSIF)

compromise will always be of paramount importance to

Registered Safety Supplier Scheme for over 6 years, PULSAR®

PULSAR®. The hi-vis expert is committed to designing, creating

has consolidated its position as a reputable and trustworthy

and manufacturing the finest in ladies and men’s fit high-

manufacturer of high-quality protective clothing.

performance apparel.
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Beat the heat with PULSAR®
Polo Shirts

Braving the elements: PULSAR®’s
Blizzard thermal collection

PULSAR® has developed

Since PULSAR®’s move into the world

a range of durable Polo

of protective clothing over 15 years

Shirts to ensure the

ago, its mantra has been to break

wearer is protected to

boundaries within the market and carry

the highest level whilst

the pillars of quality, reliability, and

working in the sun

innovation across everything they do.

throughout the day.

The PULSAR® Blizzard thermal

All PULSAR® Polo Shirts, including the brand new Cut Resistant

collection is reflective of the safety

Polo Shirts, are manufactured using fabrics with an Ultraviolet

specialist’s commitment to creating

Protection Factor Rating (UPF) of 40+.

high-performance protective clothing

UPF’s are rated on a scale from 2 to 40+ based on the level

that exceeds wearer expectations.

of the protection they offer, with 40+ offering the highest

The Blizzard collection is designed to maximise the warmth and

possible form of protection from potential harmful UV rays. This

comfort of the wearer in cold weather and working environments.

is yet another example of the PULSAR® philosophy of providing

The range is made up of Long Sleeve Tops, Short Sleeve T-Shirts

garments that don’t just meet certain criteria, but exceed them –

and Long Pants, which are available in both men’s and ladies fits

prioritising the health and wellbeing of the wearer at all times to

across two colours – Navy and White. The range also includes

ensure that they are as well-protected as they possibly can be.

two balaclavas and a comfortable snood in order to maximise

Stay covered,
stay safe

wearer warmth.

Exceptional thermal and wicking
performance

PULSAR® recently
upgraded its polo shirts

The Blizzard thermals are an

and incorporated underarm

innovative mix of entirely polyester-

mesh ventilation to help

VILOFT. All VILOFT fibres are

the wearer stay cool and

100% natural and made from

comfortable throughout the

renewable materials, as well as being

day, removing any need to

completely degradable.

take the polo shirt off in its

These features have been

entirety.

increasingly important to PULSAR®
when it comes to picking suppliers.

These two key features,

As a leader in protective wear,

combined with thermally applied stretchy reflective tape to
increase flexibility and reduce any restriction in movement, plus

PULSAR® is conscious of the need to become more sustainable in

a stand-up knitted collar and knitted cuffs that provide optimal

every aspect of its business; this collaboration with VILOFT is a

fit and comfort, ensure that people can be protected to the

significant part of this mission.

maximum from harmful UV rays emitted by the sun whilst also
staying cool, comfortable and flexible.

VILOFT fibres are 70% air, increasing flexibility and breathability,
which in turn maximises the comfort of the wearer. As thermals
are worn next to skin, it is vital that the fabric is soft to touch

Prioritising the comfort and safety of
the wearer without compromise will
always be of paramount importance to
PULSAR®.

PCIAW®VOICE

in order to ensure that the wearer stays comfortable for long
periods of time.
The air pockets within the fabric also help store and retain body
heat, consolidating warmth and reinforcing the essential purpose
of a thermal base layer.

www.pulsaruk.com

/PULSARHIVIS

01527 962012

@PULSAR_UK

sales@pulsaruk.com

/company/pulsar1
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Seahawk Apparel:
high-performance
experts

S

eahawk Apparel is a leading
manufacturer and supplier of protective
workwear, PPE, embroidered, heat seal
branded clothing and promotional merchandise
in the UK.

waistcoats, thermal wear, and reusable face masks. Seahawk
produces the finest in flame-retardant and anti-static clothing
for sectors including oil and gas, transport, engineering and
laundry rental.

Driving manufacturing in the UK
A post-pandemic and post-Brexit future has generated
uncertainty around protracted and costly global supply

The workwear expert prides itself on offering the highest
protection to diverse specialist markets

chains, which have become unresponsive

including oil and gas, the emergency

and constraining for UK procurement

services, energy and construction.

professionals.

Seahawk also supplies the NHS with crucial
uniforms and protective PPE, including
theatre scrubs and gowns.
Seahawk’s team of design and
manufacturing specialists produce custom
made solutions from their Scottish
production facility in Glenrothes, Fife.
The company is known for its innovative
technical textiles, rapid turnaround, flexible minimum order

Textiles manufacturing businesses
have increasingly relied on outsourcing
labour forces, which has translated into
a generational loss of young, talented
workers in the UK textiles industry.
In response, Seahawk is cultivating
collaborative relationships with both
academic institutions and manufacturers to
create a series of apprenticeships for the future.

quantities, garment repairs, alterations service, and an

Seahawk is focusing on revitalising skills and bringing in new

impressive extended size range. A great example is the

talent to revive the local industry and build a business where

eagerly anticipated launch of the new FR/AS 234 Coverall,

people are proud to work.

designed for comfort and flexibility with hi-tech, no shrink

branding facilities guarantee exceptional value in branded

It’s less about individual
“products
and more about

workwear.

retaining skills in the UK in

With a skilled capability to manufacture bespoke clothing

the face of a post-pandemic

adhering to specific requirements, Seahawk is renowned

and post-Brexit future.

properties, makes it perfect for the demanding laundry rental
market. Their in-house embroidery and heat seal garment

for enhancing workwear with unique features for additional
functionality. It also manufactures a variety of poly-cotton

”

Rob Sayles, Managing Director, Seahawk apparel

coveralls, overalls, waterproof garments, hi-vis jackets, trousers,

16
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During the coronavirus pandemic, Seahawk Apparel was one of

Seahawk offers garment repair services to prolong the life

the first to market with a reusable barrier mask, manufacturing

cycle of garments, which form a crucial aspect of circular

over 400,000 items in the UK.

textile initiatives.

Seahawk is an esteemed member of “Made In Britain,” a national

Seahawk offers garment repair services
to prolong the life cycle of garments,
which form a crucial aspect of circular
textile initiatives.

network of trusted, transparent UK manufacturers. The company
is bolstering its UK credentials by encouraging local industry, and
retaining and training new skill sets to inject resiliency into UK
textiles manufacturing. Seahawk is also a member of leading
trade organisations like the British Safety Industry Federation
(BSIF), Textile Services Association (TSA), and of course, PCIAW®.

In addition, it has partnered with Avena to securely destroy
and recycle corporate clothing and PPE from around the UK.

Visualising a sustainable future
Seahawk’s core business offering lies in high-value protective
garments, made with precision and care. The manufacturer’s
expertise is intricately tied up in its understanding of
particular industry requirements and developing solutions
hand-in-hand with customers.

Seahawk prides itself on its sustainable solution for end-of-life
PPE, involving either recycling through shredding or reuse in
insulation to avoid waste to landfill.
In the future, Seahawk Apparel visualises an expansion into
different markets and optimisation of its services to give
clients a more memorable experience.
The protective workwear and safety clothing specialist is well
equipped to expand its range to include bespoke garments
and specialist kit bags and has also recently extended its
garment personalisation range to offer a complete range of
promotional merchandise. Available online:
www.seahawk.sourceitonline.co.uk.
Seahawk Apparel is intent on evolving its business model
and utilising new opportunities to increase awareness of the
importance of buying local and supporting communities up
and down the country.

www.scottgroupltd.com/direct/seahawk-apparel

PCIAW®VOICE

sales@seahawk-apparel.com

/SeahawkApparel

+44 (0) 1592 630450
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The PCIAW® Summit.
Sustainability:
Are You Ready?

T

he 2021 PCIAW® Summit & Networking
event is a must-attend, educational
conference for the professional clothing
industry to learn about the revolutionary
innovations in textiles and recycling, which
are set to radically transform the supply
chain and facilitate a sustainable, closed loop,
circular economy, from fibre to garment.

Expanding upon the extensive research which created the first
of its kind report, ‘Circular Textiles for a Sustainable Future’, the
PCIAW® Summit will feature over 20 international speakers to
present on an array of potential solutions to help businesses in
the professional clothing sector to design circular.
Aligning with the UK Presidency of COP26, the PCIAW® Summit
will educate on how to create a circular business model for the
professional clothing industry, by reporting on key innovations,
including biodegradable fibre solutions; sustainable fabric
production, circular garment design, recycling infrastructures,
pioneering laundry technologies,

The PCIAW® Summit,
‘Sustainability: Are You Ready?’,
will help guide the professional
clothing industry towards the
first steps of its sustainability
journey and inspire the next
strides for those who have
already started.
This year’s headline sponsor
is Milliken & Company, and
the PCIAW® would also like
to recognise the President of

plus supply chain transparency

Aligning with the UK Presidency

and more.

of COP26, the PCIAW® Summit

Climate scientists declared

will educate on how to create a

the remaining 570 gigaton

circular business model for the

warming past 1.5 degrees will be

professional clothing industry,

industry is one of the largest

by reporting on key innovations

duty to reform..

that with today’s emissions,
carbon budget to prevent Earth
gone in eight years. The textile
polluters in the world; and it has

ANIVEC, César Araújo and the

There is no time to waste and

Portuguese delegation for also

now is the time to act. If not for

sponsoring the PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards event.

environmental reasons, then change is imperative for commercial

Thank you to International Brands Group, PDC UK, Pulsar and

reasons, because one day, your biggest customer will ask, what

Clubclass for your valued support.

is your end-of-life policy?
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PCIAW® Summit: Speakers
Paul Castelli

as they build and refine thermal hazard protection programs.

(International Sales Director, Westex
by Milliken)

Shaped by his fluency in English, Italian and French, Paul brings a
global perspective to the thermal hazard conversation, where he

As Westex by Milliken’s International Sales

importance of branded flame-

Director, Paul Castelli strikes a balance

resistant fabrics in personal

emphasises the foundational

between technical knowledge and real-world experience relating

protective equipment (PPE), to

to arc flash and flash fire hazards. His expertise on the NFPA, ISO

help keep industrial workers

and CGSB standards benefit both direct customers and end users

safe on the job.

César Araújo

(President, ANIVEC; Founder,
Calvelex; Founding Board Director,
PCIAW®)
With over 35 years of experience in the
clothing industry, César Araújo is a business
manager with high experience and know-how in the creation,
development and internalisation of businesses, mainly in the
corporatewear and fashion markets. He is the Founder and CEO
of Calvelex, one of the best-known clothing companies from
Portugal with several international offices. César also assembles

Jonathon Jones
(Senior Analyst/Marketing, Plimsoll)
Jonathon has long advocated using Plimsoll
in business and serves on the Board of
Plimsoll Publishing. Buyers need to quickly and
accurately assess the financial strength of
suppliers. Strongly supported Heathrow expansion and travelled
with the Prime Minister on trade missions. An international speaker
on British business opportunities, including the USA and China.
The Institute of Directors panellist for post-Brexit opportunities,

Adam Mansell
(CEO, UKFT)
Adam joined the industry 25 years ago. He
has worked across a wide number of trade
bodies. Having represented all aspects of the
fashion and textile supply chain, Adam has links to every part
of the industry from design, fabric and component suppliers,
wholesalers, brands, manufacturers and retail. Adam leads
the team at UKFT and has overseen the expansion of UKFT’s
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the position of President of ANIVEC (Portuguese Clothing
Industry), representing more than 6000 companies and a
turnover of €3.2 billion per year. Besides these positions, César
is also a Board Administrator at CITEVE (Portuguese Textile and
Garment Industry
Technological Centre)
and Founding Board
Director at PCIAW®
(Professional Clothing
Industry Association
Worldwide).

sponsored by American Express. Voted in top ten Influential
Regional Business Leaders and an Export Champion for British
business. Well known for establishing the UK’s first home-grown
tea company and supporting the GREAT campaign. Plimsoll
analysis was used heavily when researching and establishing
the UK’s first English tea
Gardens and factory at
Tregothnan. A Nuffield
scholar and chairs an
Agri-Food Council.

activity and membership. The organisation represents over
2,000 businesses, helps over 1,000 companies with their export
strategy and is the government appointed Sector Skills Body
for the industry.
Adam has also led on the development of the manufacturing
membership of the organisation. As well
as running the organisation Adam focuses
particularly on government relations,
regularly briefing Minsters, MPs and civil
servants.
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Peter Belk

(Campaign Director - Circular Economy
- Business in the Community)
Peter leads the Circular Economy Campaign
at Business in the Community (BITC), building
collaborative, practical action to make the
circular economy a mainstream business priority in the UK. He
has worked in sustainability for over 10 years, in private and
third sector roles, spanning clean tech, strategy, leadership
engagement and campaigning. He has supported companies

Peter and his team recently worked
closely with PCIAW® to develop groundbreaking sustainable procurement criteria
for the professional clothing sector. He
holds an MSc in Sustainable Food and
Natural Resources from the Centre for
Alternative Technology.

Jonas Andersson

Since 2011, Jonas has worked as a Sales Associate in the

(GORE-TEX Fabrics Division, Workwear
Business Unit)

Workwear Business Unit within Gore’s technical oriented fabrics
division, where he is responsible for workwear sales within UK

Jonas gained a Master in Business

sales, strategic business development, field trials management,

Administration degree at Växjö University in
Sweden following extensive study in Ireland and France. Jonas
joined Gore in the UK in 2004 as a Sales Associate working within
the UK Military Business Unit. During this time he was responsible
for business development, client management and running product
trials for new military apparel products and technologies.

Lisa Rosengren
(Head of R&D Raw Material,
Fristads)
Lisa Rosengren is the Head of R&D for the
Raw Material Department at Fristads and
Kansas workwear brands. She is also responsible for chemical
compliance, PPE certifications, Fristads OEKO-TEX® and
Fristads and Kansas own inhouse textile laboratory.

Tim Cross
(Director, Project Plan B)
Plymouth-based Project Plan B CEO, Tim Cross
is a spokesperson on sustainable textiles
solutions for workwear, PPE and retail markets,
and COVID-19 has amplified that passion. He
is determined to create change in the recycling and end-of-life of
garments. This determination has led to the creation of the UK’s
first circular textile solution.

PCIAW®VOICE

from the textiles, waste and materials, food and drink, utilities,
consultancy, FMCG, transport and retail sectors to embed
sustainability across their strategies and operations.
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and Scandinavia, based in the UK. This role involves product
liaison with and management of Gore’s approved
manufacturing partners and product quality
compliance. In addition, Jonas has developed
a specific passion and interest in driving
forward Gore’s sustainability strategy in the
area of professional workwear.

Fristads has recently published the world´s first Environmental
Product Declaration (EPD) on garment level.
During this process Lisa has been a part of the committee
setting the Product Category Rules (PCR´s) for garments but
also driving the work
on all raw material
developments for the
collection.

Project Plan B use circular principles to design and manufacture
clothing that is recyclable through their closed loop system. Tim
has 25 years of experience in garment manufacturing in both
retail and corporate clothing industries. With a wealth of business,
strategy and industry expertise, Tim has helped to build, finance,
grow and manage
clothing companies
from inception to
exit.
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PCIAW® Summit: Speakers
Dr. Annette Mark

scientist at the German Institutes of Textile and Fibre Research
Denkendorf. Annette now assumes full responsibility for the

(Director, BTK Europe)

European roll-out of the URBANTIGER fashion brand.

Annette is Director of BTK Europe, which is
part of the circular wear2wear™ consortium.
Annette has creative and technical design
responsibility in the fields of sustainable fashion, design2recycle,
third-party garment making and protective wear.

Annette has over 15 years of international experience in various
fields of the textile value chain and across several countries, from
fashion design, over technical applications and scientific research
programs to expertise in full vertical
production of fabrics, fashion, sustainable

She is currently a Lecturer in thermodynamics, physiology and

fashion, commission garment production

circular fashion at the Swiss Textile College, as well as a former

and workwear.

Rick van Es

With an expertise in developing and implementing marketing

(CEO, BTK Europe)

strategies across different regions, Rick possesses excellent

Rick is the Director of BTK Europe GmbH

home, protective, and sustainable textiles. Rick was previously

and the co-founder and brainchild of

Head of Business Unit Protection at

the wear2wear (closing the textile loop)

Schoeller Textiles and Member of the

technical and marketing knowledge in the field of automotive,

consortium. He has over 25 years of experience in textile

Advisory Board TechTextil at Messe

production, processing, sales and marketing in various end-user

Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH

segments and across the globe.

Thomas Verminck
(CEO, Decontex)
Thomas started his career with a degree in
textile engineering from Ghent University and
the role of Product Developer in
in the Heavy-Duty Liquid department at Procter & Gamble.
In 2012, he became president of ENPROTEX, the European
Association of end-users, companies and knowledge centres
in the field of Protective Textiles. In 2015, he collaborated with
Ghent University and other industrial partners to develop a new

Paul Bryce
(Vice President, Ansell)
Paul Bryce has worked in the Health & Safety
and PPE industry for 25 years and is passionate
about protecting people, with a dedication to
raising awareness on the risk and consequences
of exposure to hazardous substances in the workplace. Paul
joined Ansell in 2015 following their acquisition of Microgard, a
family owned and specialised manufacturer of chemical protective
clothing. For more than 125 years, Ansell has provided innovative
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technology for the decontamination of protective clothing, with
a focus on fire gear, named DECONTEX. In 2016, the ‘decontextechnology’ was valuated as the best and only 100% green
worldwide decontamination technology to decontaminate fire
intervention gear according to REACH and OEKO-TEX class 3,
without negative impacts on the gear.
Today, Thomas is the CEO of DECONTEX HOLDING NV,
a company that owns all ‘DECON IP,’ with a focus on the
global implementation
of the DECONTEX
TECHNOLOGY®.

solutions for safety, well-being and peace of mind to millions of
people, at work, at home and in harm’s way. Having played
lead 2021
26a MAY
role in the successful integration of the two companies, T.
PaulVERMINCK
is
now Vice President for the Chemical Solutions Strategic Business
Unit and a member of Ansell’s Executive Leadership Team; with
responsibility for a global business comprised of hand and body
chemical protection solutions; under the core brand of AlphaTec®.
Paul is also a non-executive
Director/Board Member of
the British Safety Industry
Federation.
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Alexandra Steger

(Global Project Manager, Workwear,
Lenzing Fibres);

Peter Bartsch

(Head of Sustainability Department,
Lenzing Fibres)
Peter Bartsch has more than 20 years of
experience in textile industry. He worked in
R&D, technical customer services, business
development and marketing. He has gained

Peter Clodd-Broom
(Co-Founder and Director of Meryl Medical)
In 2016, Peter founded Meryl Medical, a hi-tech,
innovative, textile manufacturing company that
is revolutionising the way we think about, use,
and dispose of textiles. Inspired by the many years of experience
acquired whilst working within the aviation, technology, and
transport industry, Peter saw firsthand the detrimental effects
that the textile industry had on the environment.

Nabil Ben Khedher

experience throughout the entire supply chain including brand
and retail level before taking responsibility for Corporate
Sustainability in Lenzing Group from 2014.
As head of sustainability department, Alexandra Steger has
more than 20 years of experience in the textile industry.
Based on her technical background her focus was always on
fabric and product development – covering application fields
from automotive over medical to
workwear, which is her special
interest since she joined Lenzing in
2008.

Managing to combine design, comfort, quality and wellbeing,
Peter and his team are creating safer environments for
workers and a cleaner planet for everyone.
Meryl Medical is dedicated to reducing the negative impact
of the textile industry on the environment, providing large
industries with the expertise
as we drive forwards into
the circular economy and
complete sustainability.

After entering the Tunisian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1994, Mr

(Tunisian Ambassador to Great Britain)
In September 2017, Mr Nabil Ben Khedher
was appointed Ambassador of the Republic
of Tunisia to the Court of St James and to
the Republic of Ireland. It is his second diplomatic posting in
London where he served previously as Economic Counsellor,
from 1999-2004.

Edward Oakden

Ben Khedher held many positions within the Ministry and abroad.
He served in the cabinet of the
Minister of Foreign Affairs from
1997-1999 and was appointed deputy
director for Latin America (2005-2007)
and for East Continental Asia and
Japan (2007-2009).

Jordan from 2015 to 2020. Since his entry into the Foreign

(British Ambassador to Tunisia)
Mr Edward Oakden CMG was appointed
Her Majesty’s Ambassador to the Tunisian
Republic in October 2020. He has extensive

and Commonwealth Office in 1981, Mr Oakden has served
as Private Secretary to the
Prime Minister (1995-1997),
Deputy Head of the EU,

experience as a career diplomat who previously served as

External & Eastern Adriatic

the UK’s Ambassador for Counter-terrorism, the FCO Director

Department (1992-1995), and

for Defence and Strategic Threats for four years following

Director for International

the 9/11 attacks in the US, and Her Majesty’s Ambassador to

Security (2002-2004).
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PCIAW® Summit: Agenda
Sound check, registration
and coffee

08:00 - 09:15

		

There is no time to waste and now is
the time to act. If not for environmental
reasons, then change is imperative for
commercial reasons, because one day,
your biggest customer will ask, what is
your end-of-life policy?

Keynote Speaker

		

09:35 - 09:45
		
		
			
			

Emphasising the important collaboration
between ANIVEC and PCIAW®, with Portugal
facilitating nearshore partnerships across the
UK and Europe due to its ideal proximity to
supply chains.

		 Opening addresses
09:15 - 09:18

John Miln,
(Chair, PCIAW®)

		

Q & A (5 minutes).

		 Industry Overview
09:50 - 10:00
		

09:18 - 09:20

Jonathon Jones OBE
(Plimsoll Publishing)

Yvette Ashby
(CEO, PCIAW®)

		

Welcoming guests in-person after a year of
virtual meetings and introducing the PCIAW®
Summit, Networking & Awards event after the
most turbulent year the industry has ever faced.

09:20 - 09:30

Paul Castelli
(International Sales
Director, Westex by
Milliken)
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César Araújo,
(President, ANIVEC;
Founder, Calvelex; 		
Founding Board Director,
PCIAW®)

Updating the professional clothing industry on
the state of the professional clothing market,
following a disruptive year caused by Brexit
and the pandemic. Highlighting which sectors
thrived and discussing the ongoing acquisitions
which took the industry by storm.
		

Q & A (5 minutes).

10:05 - 10:15
		

Adam Mansell
(CEO, UKFT)

Launching the PCIAW® Summit as the Headline
Sponsors and celebrating 100 years of
manufacturing in the UK and welcoming the
upcoming speakers here to educate on the
future of the professional clothing industry’s
sustainability journey.

Outlining the implications for the textile
industry in the new post-Brexit trading regime
with the rules of origins regulations to comply
with and its effect on UK manufacturing, as well
as our trading partners in the EU and around
the world with integrated supply chains.

Q & A (5 minutes).

Q & A (5 minutes).
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Aligning with the UK Presidency of COP26, the PCIAW® Summit will
educate on how to create a circular business model for the professional
clothing industry, by reporting on key innovations, including biodegradable
fibre solutions; sustainable fabric production, circular garment design,
recycling infrastructures, pioneering laundry technologies, plus supply chain
transparency and more...

10:20 - 10:22

Nabil Ben Khedher (TBC)
(Tunisian Ambassador to
Great Britain)

		
		

10:22 - 10:24
		
			

10:50 - 11:00

Peter Belk
(Campaign Director Circular Economy - Business
in the Community)

		
		
		

Edward Oakden (TBC)
(British Ambassador to
Tunisial)

Presenting an overview of the BITC report ‘A
Uniform Approach’, published in partnership with
PCIAW® to educate suppliers on the sustainable
procurement principles decided by buyers to help
write tenders for eco-friendly uniforms to drive
change by demand.

10:24 - 10:30

Della Nelson
(Associate Consultant
and Textiles Expert,
OCO Global)

		
		
		

		Q & A (5 minutes).

11:05 - 11:15
		
		

Advocating for the UK - Tunisia partnership
for the nearshoring of manufacturing for
professional clothing, describing the talent and
infrastructure for cost-effective alternatives
from far afield.

Reframing the debate away from the current
take, make, use, dispose, consumption patterns
by educating on the sustainable benefits of
durable professional clothing with justification of
unit prices based on life cycle cost analysis.

Q & A (5minutes)

		 Sustainability:
		

a Journey

Jonas Andersson
(GORE-TEX Fabrics Division,
Workwear Business Unit)

		Q & A (5 minutes).

11:20 - 11:30

Lisa Rosengren
(Head of R&D, Fristads)

		

10:35 - 10:45
		

TBC
(WRAP - Textiles 2030)

Connecting the professional
clothing sector with the Textiles 2030’s
science-led mission to reduce carbon
emissions, water consumption and textile
waste in the journey towards a circular system,
whilst working to shape government policy.

Q & A (5 minutes).

PCIAW®VOICE

Summit & Awards

Refining the sustainability of professional
clothing manufacturing with transparency of
its environmental impact across the lifetime
of a garment by measuring the Environmental
Product Declaration.
		Q & A (5 minutes).

11:35 - 11:50

Buyers’ Guide

Networking coffee break

Uniform Buyers’ Network
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PCIAW® Summit: Agenda
11:50 - 12:00

Bringing together the leading minds from Portugal
for an interactive discussion on the benefits of
Europe’s sustainability progress and talk of the
regulations for the textile industry, including
Extended Producer Responsibility, the EU Waste
Framework Directive and EU Landfill Directive.

(TBC)

Educating on the importance of supply chain
transparency and traceability to ensure
sustainable practices and social responsibility
throughout the entire supply chain. Outlining
what is involved in being able to fully
understand the provenance of garments and
all its components.
		

Q & A (5 minutes).

		 Circularity:

		

Proven Examples

14:55 - 15:05
		

Tim Cross
(Director, Project Plan B)

Q & A (5 minutes).

12:05 - 12:15		

Michael Lock

		

(VP of Global Software

		

Sales at Gerber

		

Technology, a Lectra

		

company)

Providing the latest updates on the production
of garments that are designed to be recycled,
to fulfil the circular economy. Consider the
fabrics, trims, threads and labels - leave no
stone unturned when understanding how a
garment will be recycled before it is designed.

Advancing resourcing efficiency by utilising
3D CAD technology to validate patterns and
simulate virtual garments, avoiding excess

		

Q & A (5 minutes).

consumption of fabrics from creating physical

15:10 - 15:20

samples, thereby reducing textile waste.

		

Dr. Annette Mark 		
(Director, BTK Europe)

		
		

Rick van Es
(CEO, BTK Europe)

Q & A (5 minutes).

12:20 - 14:20

Networking Lunch

		 ANIVEC:

		
		

The Sustainability
Discussion Group

14:20 - 14:50

César Araújo

		
		
			
			

(President, ANIVEC;
Founder, Calvelex; 		
Founding Board Director,
PCIAW®)
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Researching and educating on the viability of
manufacturing performance clothing with a
revolutionary rain jacket utilising three-layer
membranes for functionality, whilst maintaining
the design principles to successfully prove a
circular, closed loop system.
Q & A (5 minutes).
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15:25 - 15:35

Peter Clodd-Broom
(Meryl Medical)

		

		 PPE in the Pandemic
16:10 - 16:20

Paul Bryce
(Vice President, Ansell)

		

Experiencing the circular economy of antiviral
medical apparel and PPE with garments
ending their life cycle, to be collected,
shredded, carded and remanufactured back

Highlighting the technical innovations in
PPE which were accelerated throughout the
pandemic across diverse industries, whilst
discussing why sustainability and quality doesn’t
have to be an either, or for manufacturing PPE.

into medical textiles which prevent the
shedding of microfibres often released on
washing.

		Q & A (5 minutes)

Q & A (5 minutes)

16:25 - 16:35

Tommy Verminck
(CEO, Decontex)

		

15:40 - 15:55

Networking Coffee Break

15:55 - 16:05
		
		
			

Alexandra Steger
(Global Project 		
Manager, 			
Lenzing Fibres)

		
		
		
		

Peter Bartsch
(Head of Sustainability
Department, Lenzing
Fibres)

Solving the issue of contamination in professional
clothing by adopting NASA technology to
revolutionise the cleaning process for workwear
and PPE, whilst alleviating the problem of
laundry-related wear and tear from high
temperatures and excess movement.
		Q & A (5 minutes)

16:40 - 16:50

Identifying how the waste of today can
become the raw material of tomorrow
by upcycling pre-consumer textile waste
and end-of-life garments into new raw
material. Naturally sustaining the closed
system with biodegradable cellulosic
fibres derived from ethically sourced
wood pulp.

PCIAW®VOICE
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Providing an overview on impact of the
transition towards the UKCA marking for
PPE in replacement of the CE marking
after the Brexit-transition ended, whilst
discussing the implications of the pandemic
on testing and certifying.
Q & A (5 minutes)

16:55		

		Q & A (5 minutes)
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Meet the Exhibitors
Catch these industry-leading companies displaying their
latest innovations at the PCIAW® Summit, Networking
& Awards, held on 2-3rd November 2021,
Hilton London Metrpole.

Milliken & Company

V12

Milliken is a global forerunner in research, design, and

V12 Footwear is a family run business that has perfected an

manufacturing, with expertise in diverse markets like floor

industry-leading standard of footwear for over two decades.

covering, performance and protective textiles.

The footwear expert has developed a diverse range of workwear
boots that offer unbeatable protection and day-long comfort.

For the third year running, Milliken is once again the proud
headline sponsor of the PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards.
With over 150 years of experience, the company has embraced
creative ingenuity and innovation since 1865. Milliken is driven by
award-winning research and design capabilities with a portfolio
boasting leading brands such as Westex by Milliken flameresistance fabrics and Polartec – as well as other superior fabrics
for protective, workwear,

V12 constantly invests time and resources into product
development and rigorous testing to deliver durable footwear
that exceeds even the most stringent safety standards.
With leading technology and the highest quality materials, V12
continues to develop new solutions
and designs that allow wearers to
work confidently, comfortably and
safely.

fire service, military, retail
and outdoor apparel.

ANIVEC
ANIVEC is the leading trade association for the Portuguese
clothing and apparel industry, with several institutions at national
and international levels which unite diverse manufacturers and
distributors from across the country. It is the most important
organisation representing Portuguese textiles, providing services
related to trends and design, training, internationalisation,
labelling, standardisation, occupational health and safety,

Sizer Technologies
Sizer’s bespoke, award-winning approach to body measurements
is revolutionising the way that consumers shop online. The
company’s ground-breaking proprietary solution is composed of
a mobile app which utilises advanced self-scanning computer
vision technology to scan and generate shoppers’ body
measurements.

licensing, and legal and collective

Sizer Technologies has pioneered a bespoke measuring

bargaining.

process that is extremely efficient

ANIVEC is once

and agile, lasting a mere two minutes.

again returning to

Its innovative recommendation

sponsor the PCIAW®

engine uses expert algorithms to

Summit, Networking

accurately determine shoppers’ size

& Awards.

recommendations.
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Clubclass

Evolve

With a 40 year track record in supplying tailored clothing, Clubclass,
part of the Stuncroft group, currently manufactures over 2.5
million tailored garments every year. Clubclass is the only tailored
corporatewear supplier in the UK that owns a factory and employs
full time garment technicians, whilst focusing on quality, fabric, style
and fit.

Evolve is a leading e-commerce and trade login specialist

Stuncroft is synonymous with luxury, high standards, and bespoke
corporate clothing for every occasion. Its
tailoring credentials allow the business
to create luxury made to measure
garments for department stores and
tailors around Europe.

Tailored Image
Tailored Image creates bespoke and expertly tailored corporate
uniform solutions for clients across the world. As a family business,
Tailored Image has over 20 years’ experience in designing,
manufacturing and supplying corporate uniforms and workwear.
The design-led company has an in-house design team with
extensive experience designing uniforms across all industry
sectors. With a UK based manufacturing unit, Tailored Image is
able to produce small volume garment runs, customise off-the-shelf
items, manufacture samples
and create special measure
garments, all with extremely
fast turnaround times.

Altınyıldız

that develops and implements online solutions for a diverse
range of businesses across the UK. The company has
extensive experience in e-commerce solutions as well as
the effective management and maximisation of sales. With
simple, powerful solutions that will guarantee measurable
profits, Evolve has experts in strategy, launch planning,
sales forecasting, design,
sales conversion, traffic
generation and user
behaviour analysis.

INVISTA CORDURA®
brand
CORDURA® brand fabric is a primary ingredient in many
of the world’s leading high-performance gear and apparel
products ranging from casual apparel and activewear to
footwear, backpacks, military, tactical wear, and workwear.
Manufactured by authorised fabric producers around the
world, the principal CORDURA® fabric collections use
INVISTA’s high tenacity nylon 6,6 fibre technology and offer
excellent abrasion resistance plus tear and tensile strength.
For over 50 years, CORDURA® fabrics have been selected
by makers of high performance gear and apparel where

Altınyıldız is one of the five largest integrated facilities of woollen
cloth production in the world, crafting a legacy of bespoke, topquality, and sustainable fabric.

durability counts.
The CORDURA® brand is
a proud sponsor of PCA

As a leading fabric producer, Altınyıldız incorporates materials
which strictly adhere to the responsible wool standard, as well as
notable fibres like the recycled polyester blend. The production and
innovation of sustainable fibres is particularly prescient as it forms
the basis of the professional
clothing manufacturing process
for the entire world.

VISION 2021.

PDC UK

in footwear design and development, with over 40 years

International Brands
Group
International Brands Group (IBG) is known for its expertise
of experience in diverse footwear categories and well-

PDC has over 30 years of badge manufacturing experience in
the UK, showing its growth from a small site based in London
to the leader in people identification globally. PDC specialises in
print, design, and brand innovations, with its unique design studio
offering a broad range of ID products on the market.

established relationships with top retailers and material

With its streamlined ordering processing, PDC has proven its
investment in advanced technology and endless customisation
and auto ID capabilities.

reach and is strongly positioned

PDC is pleased to once again sponsor
the PCIAW® Summit by supplying
professional, sustainable name badges.

sponsoring the wine selection at

PCIAW®VOICE

Summit & Awards

suppliers such as Vibram, CORDURA® Brand and Michelin.
With sourcing capabilities across Asia, offices in Hong
Kong and China, and international sales distribution
headquartered in the Netherlands, IBG has a truly global
for continued growth and
development.IBG is also
the prestigious PCIAW® Awards
ceremony.
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Submit your applications
for the illustrious PCIAW®
Awards now
Award categories

P

CIAW® is proud to present awards within
four key categories: PPE Innovation of
the Year Awards; Supplier, Distributor,
Manufacturers Awards; Industry Recognition
Awards; and the Business Manager of the
Year Award.

We have over 20 different awards available for submission this
year, including our highly anticipated Lifetime Achievement
Award.
New to 2021 is the Key Workers Awards and the Services to the
Pandemic Award!
See our full list of awards below:

PPE Innovation of the Year Awards

Best Application of Innovative Technology

Best PPE Innovation in Clothing

Best IT Innovation and Website

Best Innovation in Footwear

Best Catalogue

Best PPE Accessory

Best Manufacturer/Distributor

Business Manager of the Year Award

‘Manufacturing Closer to Home’ Award

Business Manager of the Year Award

Suppliers, Distributors &
Manufacturers Awards
Best Managed Major Contract

New to 2021: Services to the Pandemic
Award

Industry Recognition Awards
Lifetime Achievement Award

Best Managed Boutique Contract

Best Newcomer Award

Best Design for Corporate Clothing

Sustainability Award

Best Design for Workwear

36

Best Design for PPE

Woman of the Year Award

Best Fabric and Fibre Innovation

New to 2021: Key Workers Awards
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The PCIAW® Awards is an exclusive black-tie event taking place on
the evening of 3rd November 2021. This long-awaited ceremony will
celebrate the dynamic creativity on display from businesses and
individuals across the global professional clothing industry.
Submit your awards applications and gain recognition in front of some
of the biggest names of the industry.

How to enter

The deadline to submit applications is

You are allowed to enter up to three awards. Please select the

Friday 3rd September 2021.

category application and fill out the details of the application

Please ensure that your parcels arrive by then so that they can

form. You can navigate the form using the “next page” button

be quarantined for a minimum of 10 days in preparation for the

at the bottom of the form. To finish your application form, click

final judging session.

“submit application” at the bottom of the last page of the form.

In addition, please attach a pre-paid returns label to your

Please submit your Awards applications online at

package if you would like it to be returned to you after judging

www.pciaw.org/awards/pciaw-awards-categories-2021

has occurred. Garments without pre-paid returns labels will be

Application deadline

sustainably disposed of.

Please be assured that PCIAW® is carefully following the latest
health and safety guidelines to uphold a high standard of
excellence on behalf of the global textiles industry.

Address your parcels to:
The Professional Clothing Industry Association Worldwide
(PCIAW®)

We are excited to announce that we are accepting physical

South House 3A, Suite 4, Bond Estate, Bond Avenue

garments to support online Awards applications. These are not

Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1 1SW United Kingdom

compulsory, but are warmly welcomed by the PCIAW® judging
Any packages received after 3rd September will not be accepted.

panel.
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The judging panel of the
2021 PCIAW® Awards

D

on’t miss the chance to have your
business celebrated at the most
prestigious event in the professional
clothing industry.

Mariah Esa
From graduate to runway, Mariah is on
the forefront of repurposing fast fashion
waste from within the industry. The
Mariah Esa graduate current collection

Sabina Tayub

has transformed over 200,000 garment
Sabina graduated with a Masters of

labels and is reviving them into luxury

Engineering Degree in Civil Engineering

garments.

at Coventry University. She joined
Balfour Beatty as a Graduate Site
Engineer and later became an Assistant
Quantity Surveyor. Sabina’s association
with PCIAW® goes back to 2018-2019,
when she campaigned for proper
size and fit for women’s PPE. For her

Since being a PCA VISION finalist in
2019, Mariah has gone on to showcase at London Fashion Week,
BBC, Great Britain Campaign, Size? 20th Anniversary, Vogue
Germany, Harper’s Bazaar and Azeema Magazine. She has
now launched an independent collection with renowned online
retailers Browns and Farfetch.

accomplishment, she won the PCIAW® Best Individual Newcomer

Mariah is also this year’s esteemed PCA VISION Ambassador.

Award in 2019.

Mallory Meadows

As a Balfour Beatty Graduate and ‘Best Young Women in

Mallory is a Marketing Communications

Construction’ finalist, Sabina was featured in The Guardian’s UK

Specialist for the Textile Division at

300 Rising Stars. Originally from Malawi, Sabina has always had

Milliken & Company, headquartered in

an interest in Civil Engineering, particularly how highways and

Spartanburg, South Carolina.

infrastructure can boost the economy.

A graduate from the Darla Moore

Annette Mark

School of Business at the University
of South Carolina, Mallory now leads

Annette is Director of BTK Europe, which
is part of the circular wear2wear™
consortium. Annette has creative
and technical design responsibility
in the fields of sustainable fashion,
design2recycle, third-party garment
making and protective wear. She is

the marketing efforts for two Milliken
Textile protective fabric businesses, Workwear and Napery. In
addition, Mallory is responsible for managing all facets of the
division’s tradeshow participation across nine different industries
– including Uniforms and Workwear, Fire Safety, and Government
and Defense.

currently a Lecturer in thermodynamics,
physiology and circular fashion at the
Swiss Textile College, as well as a former scientist at the German
Institutes of Textile and Fibre Research Denkendorf. Annette
now assumes full responsibility for the European roll-out of the
URBANTIGER fashion brand.
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We are pleased to announce this year’s judging panel for the prestigious
PCIAW® Awards and Young Designers competition (PCA VISION). Our
judges will gather to judge the final garments in September and winners
will be announced during the live PCIAW® Awards ceremony on the 3rd
November 2021.

Cindy McNaull

Janet Prescott
Cindy McNaull is Business

Janet is a highly experienced

Development Director at the INVISTA

journalist and feature writer with

CORDURA® Brand, where she has

regular columns in prestigious trade

been a thought leader and “durable

publications. She is also the Fabric

ambassador” for over a decade.

and Yarns editor of WTIN Twist

Cindy graduated from North Carolina

magazine.

State University with a degree in

Janet reports regularly on exhibitions

Chemical Engineering and a minor in

in Paris, Florence, and Milan, as well

Biomedical Engineering. In her current role, she harnesses over

as the Woolmark Company and the International Wool Textile

25 years of passion and experience within specialty chemical,

Organisation.

textile and non-woven industries. She has led the expansion of
the brand from its heritage in military and outdoor applications
to today’s durable performance textile powerhouse.

Samantha Heilling

Her book, Fashion Textiles Now, is a guide to all types of
fashion fabrics, from traditional tweeds and luxury fabrics to
recycled and eco fabrics.
Janet is a great supporter of sustainable textiles

Samantha is the Co-Founder of the

development and has worked extensively with PCIAW®

PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network, an

CEO Yvette Ashby in her pioneering involvement in the

exclusive group developed to facilitate

professional clothing industry.

peer-to-peer discussion in uniform
sourcing and tendering. Samantha

Lila Thompson

was a key proponent in introducing

Lila is the Chief Executive of

a new UK Border Force uniform for

British Water, a trade association

11,000 UK staff across the UK and

representing the supply chain

beyond, which won three awards at the 2014 Professional

of the water and wastewater

Clothing Awards, including Business Buyer of the Year.

industry. British Water is delighted

Samantha is passionate about raising the profile of the

to be supporting the 2021 PCIAW®

professional workwear industry. Her day job in the public

Awards.

sector allows her to contribute to projects which value

Lila is the first woman to lead British

community safety.

Water, which has an 80-year heritage and now boasts over
200 member companies.
With over 20 years of experience in policy development and
stakeholder engagement, Lila has led business development
visits to a range of markets including Saudi Arabia, Libya,
Morocco, Russia, Romania, Bulgaria, China and India.
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DESIGN AWA RDS

PCA VISION 2021 finalists

P

CA VISION 2021 is
an exciting creative
challenge for students of
fashion, textiles and design.

evening of the PCIAW® Awards on 3rd
November 2021.
As well as honouring students’ creativity
and design talents in a prestigious
showcase, there are cash prizes on offer.

The winner will successfully express

All designs submitted will be reviewed by

a unique, original, and creative flair
in textiles. Students will have designs and ideas that are

a panel of expert judges and winners will be announced during

wonderfully imaginative whilst also being commercially

the Awards ceremony.

realistic and practical.

A big round of applause for all of our finalists and best of

Our finalists must offer designs that have the potential of

luck.We look forward to seeing these designs brought to

being produced as fit-for-purpose garments, which will be

life at the PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards on 2-3

modelled for display during an exclusive catwalk on the

November 2021.

It is with great pride that we announce
this year’s PCA VISION finalists:

University of Lisbon, Portugal
Mariana Soares - Corporatewear - Countryside Hotel
Attendant

Bedford College, UK
Jasmine Young - Workwear - Aerospace Engineer

Manchester Metropolitan University, UK

Laura Bryson - Workwear - Coast Guard

Courtney Humphries - Workwear - Construction Ground

Shania Fourmy - PPE- Arc Flash Worker

Worker

De Montfort University, UK

Sarah Robinson - Workwear - Blacksmith

Chloe Marsh - Workwear- Tent Rigger

North Carolina State University, USA

Humaira Daud - Workwear - Railroad Engineer

Kori Hyer - Workwear - Avalanche Rescue Team
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PCA VISION Ambassador wins
critical acclaim from industry

M

ariah Esa
was a
final year
student in fashion design at De Montfort
University when she was shortlisted for
the prestigious PCA VISION competition in
2019.
An acclaimed designer in her
own right, Mariah is now taking
the fashion industry by storm
by repurposing waste from
luxury, high-end labels to create
sustainable statement pieces.

PCIAW®VOICE

The former PCA VISION finalist created her collection of four
outfits using about 20,000 labels, which she said were going
to be thrown away by a fashion

“

It was a great confidence booster
to know that people from the industry
were in awe of my designs.

”

The fashion graduate has received widespread recognition for
her innovative designs, from featuring in Vogue Germany, to
winning praise from the design team at Vivienne Westwood, and
the BBC.
Mariah was also the
winner of the Shein
People’s Choice
Award 2019 after
her creations were
shown on the catwalk
at Graduate Fashion
Week. She received
the opportunity to
turn her winning
collection into a
SHEIN womenswear
capsule collection to
be sold online in SS20.

Her fashion label
MARIAH ESA is currently
stocked in some of the
UK’s leading stores,
receiving a vast array of media coverage nationally and
internationally.

company.
“The thing about fashion that I
love is just having the opportunity
to express my designs and how
I can make a difference to the

world,” added Mariah.
Mariah’s bold repurposed fabrics with contrasting prints and
ingenious silhouettes combine to make artful items that pack
a punch. Her patchwork
pleated skirts and
vibrant bomber jackets
are offered in Browns,
a leader in fashion and
the UK’s first multi-brand
luxury boutique.
This is only the beginning
of Mariah’s journey. As
this year’s judge for PCA
VISION, she is continuing
to represent and inspire

Mariah Esa / Browns UK / Photo credit: Christina Ebenezer
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PCIAW® and BITC to
host the Uniform Buyers’
Network event

P

CIAW® and Business in the Community
are joining the Uniform Buyers’ Network
(UBN) to host an exclusive, closed-shop
networking event for procurers of professional
clothing at the PCIAW® Summit, Networking &
Awards, taking place in the morning of the 3rd
November 2021.
This Uniform Buyers Network
event will discuss the joint efforts
of PCIAW® and BITC to formulate
forward-thinking circular principles
for buyers and suppliers in the
highly-regarded PCIAW® Circular
Textiles report, building upon its
findings to educate buyers on
how to accelerate sustainability in
professional clothing value chains.
An unparalleled networking
opportunity in its own right, the

markets, has heralded a new age of transparency and reliability
in procurement.

Introducing our panel of experienced
buyers
Our speakers are all highly respected figures across the private
and public sectors in the textile industry. They will discuss the
latest developments in size and fit, nearshore manufacturing,
and wardrobe management, highlighting how the Matchmaking

Peter Belk, Director, Business in the
Community comments:
“The Uniform Buyers’ Networking
event is the ideal place to learn
more about sustainable procurement
principles developed by BITC and
PCIAW® in consultation with buyers
and suppliers from across the
corporatewear, workwear and PPE
sectors.”

UBN event will facilitate peer-to-

Service can overcome
sustainability challenges and
generate solutions to enable
collaboration between buyers and
suppliers.
Our exciting line-up includes the
Uniform Buyers’ Network Directors:
Louise Johnson from the Natwest
Group; Samantha Heilling from the
Public Sector; Karen Sparrow from
Virgin Galactic and Nisha Muire
from Air Canada, as part of the
Star Alliance Group. In addition,

peer discussion in uniform sourcing and tendering to support,

we are pleased to welcome Peter Belk, Circular Economy Director

inspire, and grow the expertise of uniform buyers across the

at BITC, Tiera Kelly, Head of Uniforms at Action Hospitality, and

world. The PCIAW® Matchmaking Service, a new initiative to pair

Ngaire Takano, Product Lifecycle Management Advisor to our

buyers with suppliers in the workwear, corporatewear, and PPE

panel.

Don’t miss the Uniform Buyer’s Networking event on
3rd November – book your tickets now.
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Industry
,
Leader s
Report
In this Industry Leader’s report,
Douglas Bailey gives an expert
outlook on corporate clothing
businesses, describing why
agility and constant development
is the key to surviving in a post-pandemic
future.
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Surviving COVID-19:
corporate clothing
businesses

D

ouglas Bailey
has over 30 years
of experience
in leading product
development, marketing
and the strategic
direction of the tailored
corporatewear market.

Balancing optimism and caution

He was instrumental in the development of corporate clothing at
both Brook Taverner and Stuncroft, collaborating with customers,
ethical suppliers and talented teams to develop clothing that
wearers love. As a result, both companies attracted buyers
delivering a profitable exit for shareholders.

weight of debt they now carry.

Douglas was the proud recipient of the Professional Clothing
Award for Outstanding Service to the Textile Industry, which
recognised the industry-changing development of quality
tailoring available from stock. PCIAW® asked Douglas to survey
how the corporatewear sector faired throughout the pandemic.

Surveying the impact of COVID-19
– what happened?

Summit & Awards

companies grow successful businesses over the last 30
years.
Many are more optimistic than at any other time since the
pandemic started as they are seeing an increased demand
for their core products. However, some are fearful that once
government support is removed, they may fall over under the

For 16 months, these companies have been trying to navigate
their business through COVID-19 along with the complexities of
their people, customers, supply chains, and ensuring safety at
work, all whilst working from home, adjusting I.T requirements
and of course financial complexities.
Many businesses quickly equipped each member of staff
with the relevant tools to work from home, allowing them to
operate as if they had been doing it all of their lives.

changing environments, making work environments safe with

We still can’t predict how the next few years will unfold and what
impact this will have from a personal and business perspective.
PCIAW®VOICE

many of which I know quite well. I have seen most of these

Risk assessments were prepared again and again to match the

First and foremost, the COVID-19 pandemic is a human
tragedy, and we must never lose sight of that. Our personal
and professional lives have changed in a way that no one could
predict. We are, quite rightly, celebrating a very successful
vaccine rollout in the UK. However, as I write this article, cases
are rising in some parts of the world. In India, a country that I
have traded with for 30 years and a centre for wonderful textiles,
the virus is ravaging the population.
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I have spoken to a number of corporate clothing companies,

masks, sanitisers, and social distancing. I.T. was adapted and
virtual conference calls became the norm within a matter of
days.

Strengthening the economy
Finance teams worked all hours with senior management in
forecasting during a time when forecasts could be out of
date within hours. They worked diligently to manage furlough
payments and other ways to save money, from VAT deferment to
rent holidays.
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This included securing funds from various government schemes:
• The Coronavirus Business Interruption Loans Scheme
(CBILS)

The maximum length of the facility is:
• up to 3 years for overdrafts and invoice finance
facilities

• The Coronavirus Larger Business Interruption Loans
Scheme (CLBILS)

• up to 6 years for loans and asset finance facilities

Moving forward: survival of the fittest

• The Bounce Back Loans Scheme (BBLS).
These government schemes, which were introduced to

Although these schemes have helped many businesses to

revitalise the national economy through the pandemic, received

survive, many face an uncertain future. The businesses I spoke

widespread support both politically and from businesses.

to have trimmed their costs below what they ever thought

By 21 March 2021, the three schemes had disbursed over £75

possible. They have invested in I.T. to help manage their

billion. BBLS accounted for almost 94% of loans made and 62%

business more efficiently and senior managers and owners have

of funds disbursed. The original CBILS was quickly modified in

worked tirelessly throughout the pandemic, sometimes single-

response to concerns over difficulty of access and speed of

handedly. They have, in many cases, gone “back to the factory

funding. It already offered an 80% government guarantee to

floor.”

lenders. BBLS increased that guarantee to 100% and further
simplified the application processes.
The scheme immediately proved to be popular. Some accredited
lenders sought to manage demand whilst others found it
difficult to get hold of funds to lend to businesses. To simplify
the application process, the government relaxed consumer

They have managed warehouses, manned the telephones, and
run their accounts department. Senior managers and owners
now know their businesses better than ever before. This has
helped them to determine where to target resources, who is
really needed to run the business, and what equipment would

protection provisions for BBLS. Although all the schemes relied

help. They are now budgeting with a far greater understanding

on due diligence and anti-fraud checks, there are concerns that

of their business.

the schemes were open to abuse by fraudsters.

Those who survive will maintain this close focus on the nuts and

All three schemes closed and were replaced at the end of March

bolts of their business. They will better understand what their

2021 by the Recovery Loan Scheme in April 2021, which offered:

customer finds valuable and will be fitter in all respects but

• Term loans or overdrafts of between £25,001 and £10
million per business

one: debt.
However confident our outlook is, the simple fact is that

• Invoice or asset finance of between £1,000 and £10

companies can’t return to the status quo. The Office for Budget

million per business. No personal guarantees up to

Responsibility has suggested that up to 40% of BBLS borrowers

£250k. Principal residence can’t be taken as security.

may default.
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Many continue to struggle, and debt will be a significant burden

the right product and translate your content - all of it. This will

for some time to come. There is hope that further schemes

help turn prospects into valued customers. We are all “service”

will be implemented to help spread the debt burden and allow

companies.

a slower payback, giving companies a chance to recover. The

Flexible, on-demand workforces

corporate clothing suppliers that entered this crisis in bad
shape are already in discussions with banks and insolvency

Workforces must be flexible in terms of who they are, how often

practitioners. Others will follow suit while some will simply close

they work, and where they are situated. Working from home

the doors and call it a day. Only the fittest and most nimble will

is now normal, whereas 16 months ago, it was almost unheard

survive. Businesses will change. New businesses will emerge.

of. This doesn’t mean that your team has to become strangers.

Bankruptcy, mergers, and acquisitions have begun. All of the

The workplace will still be a hub of exchanging knowledge,

above has already occurred and we are not even at the point

swapping ideas, and getting together for social interactions. It is

where government help is removed.

the heart of a business; where trainees learn and people grow,

What must corporate clothing
businesses do to succeed?

personally and professionally. The change will simply enable

I know you have heard this before. I make no apologies for

travel.

repeating the following advice. Why? Because the easiest course
of action is to revert to business as usual. Obviously, saying

Recalibrating the supply chain

and doing are two different things. Changing a business can be

A critical area that is more remote and expensive than most

daunting. I have been the lead figure in two business turnarounds

is the supply chain. It is arguably the most difficult aspect to

and they were exhausting, both physically and emotionally.

manage and costs more than you think. Again, like customers

better workforce planning, help retain staff who need flexibility,
and enable efficiency and possibly savings related to space and

and suppliers, we must embrace

That said, the reward is

digital solutions of ordering and

enormous for all involved. Ignore

tracking critical components,

the jargon and cliches and focus

including the origin of supply,

on the fundamental changes

and all information relating to

that suit your business and your

compliance. A platform that

customers. Make a plan and

informs all participants will thrill

give change a go.

customers and suppliers alike.

Advancing digital
transformation

Track deliveries and allow
customers to see the

Corporatewear companies have

information in real time. This

been working on transforming

will help optimise production,
distribution and stock

their businesses for many years.
The last 14 months have seen this transformation accelerate, with

management. But the real thrill? It will create new ways to

e-commerce seeing a massive increase as online spending has

engage with customers. There is a caveat, however. Make

reached record highs. It doesn’t matter if you are B2B, B2C, local,

sure this data is accurate. With our newfound skills in digitally

national or international; anyone charged with buying, at almost

enabled meetings, we can bring suppliers into our teams just as

any value, is comfortable doing so online.

we do with finance departments. Opening up communication
and removing centralisation will benefit everyone involved. Most

Good businesses have been
practising customer-focused
strategies for years.

importantly, take a look at what you are offering your customer,
i.e. the actual service or product. Do not manufacture what is
convenient and then hope to sell it. Instead, design something
that will make customers’ lives better.
Take corporate social responsibility to the heart of the business.

Good businesses have been practising customer-focused
strategies for years. They appreciate that understanding their
customers’ needs and building relationships based on trust
and loyalty isn’t optional, it’s essential. Customers expect a
very personal approach to their business, preferring to speak

COVID-19 has shown just how much the textile industry relies on
a healthy, functioning world. The well-being of all people matters
to you and your customers, so let your conscience, heart, as well
as your head drive business strategy.

with knowledgeable and helpful people. They desire a perfect

Good luck to a wonderful industry, which offers world-leading

blend of personal and automated service. If you have or want

levels of service and solutions whilst emerging from the most

customers overseas (and you should), act like a native: offer

devastating circumstances that we have seen in a lifetime.
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What is
Corporate
Social
Responsibility
(CSR)?
CSR is defined as the ethical and
social responsibility of businesses to
act positively towards employees,
shareholders, and wider society,
beyond profit-making motives. CSR
can simultaneously promote brand
values and business growth as well as
a holistic engagement with social and
environmental welfare.
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Cost vs People
Worker insecurity during the pandemic

I

t is time for the textiles industry
to manage its supply chain in a
responsible and ethical manner,
foregrounding transparency, honesty,
and fair working conditions for
garment workers around the world.

have put fresh pressure on big labels to #PayUp their fair

Unfortunately, poor labour rights and environmental degradation

As we commemorate the 8th anniversary of the Rana Plaza

in outsourced manufacturing countries are a negative legacy of

share and compensate factories for cancelled orders. Now, it
is imperative that companies stop waiting around and take the
initiative to adopt socially responsible business practices.

Outsourcing the human cost:
Rana Plaza
disaster, we are reminded of the devastating impact of the cost

the industry.

vs people mindset. In April 2013, 1,134 garment workers lost their

Garment workers are one of the most vulnerable and

man-made disaster in the history of the textiles industry, forcing

lives to a wholly preventable workplace tragedy. It was the worst

unprotected workforces in the world. At the height of the
COVID-19 pandemic, many retailers cancelled millions of dollars
worth of orders, plunging garment workers into uncertainty.
Despite the fact that orders were often processed, finished, and
ready for transportation, they were ultimately left to pile-up in
Bangladesh’s abandoned factories, symbolising the severance of
the global supply chain.
Some organisations like Clean Clothes Campaign and Remake
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companies to the bargaining table to put workers rights into
writing.
The owners of the building ignored warnings on the crumbling
infrastructure, continuing to reap the profits of underpaid
Bangladeshi workers. Factories operating inside Rana Plaza
were producing for several major brands and retailers, including
JCPenney, Walmart, and Primark.
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The cost vs people paradigm has

of labour violations with legal accountability at its core will truly
transform and protect the lives of the people making our clothes.

never been as relevant during

All others cannot prevent another Rana Plaza.”

this time of global turmoil and

The Bangladesh Accord - the most successful safety programme

uncertainty.

on 31 May of this year. Many retailers and fashion brands came

in the contemporary history of apparel supply chains - expired
together to temporarily extend the agreement until August,

These companies had conducted audits in the months

extending the time for negotiation between companies and

preceding the collapse but failed to detect safety violations

workers. However, weakening the legal accountability of the

and potentially life-threatening hazards.

Accord agreement is risking the lives of innumerable workers.

Consolidating worker welfare
After the tragedy of Rana Plaza, the Accord on Fire and Building

Only the programmes that address

Safety in Bangladesh and the Alliance for Bangladesh Workers

the root causes of labour violations

Safety was ratified. Both agreements specified that signatories

with legal accountability at its core

must publicly disclose their supplier factories to enhance supply
chain transparency and improve worker conditions. Accord

will truly transform and protect

signatories included European brands like H&M, Hugo Boss,

the lives of the people making our

and Primark, whilst a majority of North-American retailers like
Walmart, Gap and Target signed up for the non-binding Alliance.
The Accord is an independent and legally binding document
between companies and trade unions, set apart from other
CSR initiatives due to its enforceable principles. It specifies
public disclosure of factory inspections and acceptance of
worker representatives to educate employees on health and
safety, giving workers the right to walk away from poor working
conditions. However, the Alliance is a verbal agreement between

clothes.
“The Accord is widely recognised as a proven model that meets
the requirements of human rights due diligence. Brands can
continue the progress achieved over the past five years and
maintain their reputation as industry leaders. Or they can turn
away from the path of progress by allowing the Accord to expire,
with grim consequences for workers.”

buyers to uphold worker safety at supplier facilities and does not
have enforcement authority or worker participation.

The Clean Clothes Campaign
The Clean Clothes Campaign (CCC) is a global network
dedicated to empowering workers in the global garment and
sportswear industries. CCC educates and mobilises consumers,
lobbies, companies, and governments across the world, offering
direct solidarity support to workers as they fight for their rights
and demand better working conditions.
The grassroots organisation states that any business model
claiming to be ethical, sustainable or socially responsible must
include more than a voluntary self-assessment at its core:
“We cannot leave companies accountable to no one but
themselves. Evidence shows time and again how the social audit
industry, as a way to monitor working conditions, has failed
spectacularly in its proffered mission of protecting workers’
safety and improving working conditions.
Instead, it has protected the image and reputation of brands
and their business models, while standing in the way of more
effective models that include mandatory transparency and
binding commitments to remediation.
Among the plethora of existing initiatives to monitor working
conditions, only the programmes that address the root causes
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Relatives desperately search for their relatives who were in the collapsed
factory (Rana Plaza).
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Mobilising action: Remake’s #PayUp
petition

Remake is a non-profit organisation dedicated to igniting a
conscious consumer movement and fighting for decent working
conditions in garment factories around the world.
In March 2020, Remake launched the #PayUp campaign at the
start of the pandemic when major brands and retailers refused
to pay their factories for $40 billion worth of apparel, despite the
fact that much of it was already completed, sewn, and loaded
onto ships headed to Western markets.
The campaign had a very simple demand: for brands to pay their
factories in full for any clothing that was in production prior to
the pandemic. They also demanded that brands stick to the
original terms of their contracts, meaning no discounts on their
clothes (as factories already operate on razor-thin margins) and
no delays in payments (brands already wait upward of 60 days to
pay their factories).

and truly eliminate the race to the bottom that puts workers’
lives at risk. In short, the public shouldn’t have to chase down
hugely profitable companies to pay their garment makers during
a global pandemic. And without big, bold changes, another crisis
is around the corner.
After the #PayUp campaign scored some victories, Remake
looked ahead to what systemic reform in the textiles industry
should look like, based on two core ideas: Real brand
accountability and centring women workers’ voices. PayUp
Fashion, a coalition born out of the #PayUp campaign, is now
working towards those big, bold changes in 7 Actions, which
were developed by two female union leaders in Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh. Among those 7 Actions is a demand that brands

#PayUp was hugely successful at securing approximately $22

make legally binding commitments to protect human rights and

billion back from 24 major brands, including Zara, Levis, Nike,

labour rights in their factories.

Primark, ASOS, Adidas, and many more. This was because 270k

No more voluntary initiatives without
accountability.

citizens signed Remake’s original #PayUp petition and millions
more engaged with its campaign.

The actions demand garnering political will for better regulation,

#PayUp was hugely successful at

be it the EU’s Mandatory Human Rights Due Diligence Law or

securing approximately $22 billion

California’s Garment Worker Protection Act. The demands are

back from 24 major brands.

stage, sign enforceable contracts, end starvation wages, & help

#PayUp, keep workers safe, transparency, give workers centre
pass laws.

As successful as the #PayUp campaign was, it also underscored

Remake has fundraised tens of thousands of dollars on behalf of

the need for fundamental reforms to reign in corporate impunity

garment workers in frontline communities and is pressuring the
International Labour Organisation’s Call to Action, an initiative
to bring financial relief to garment workers and get brands to
step-up and provide relief to the people who have kept them
profitable for decades. #PayUp was just the start. Remake has
only just begun to push for deep systemic reform.

Why corporate social responsibility is
integral for worker security
It’s important for brands to be held accountable for their
actions as their decisions directly affect how the entire industry
operates. From the beginning, the industry’s power dynamics
have been structured in a way that allows brands to ultimately
benefit from all the issues they cause: overproduction, poor
forecasting and planning, lowering of prices and then pointing
fingers at the suppliers and local governments for the health,
safety, human rights violations and environmental destruction.
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The strategic direction of Dimensions is influenced by ethical

Across the globe, millions of

considerations and political stability as well as technical ability

garment workers in the supply chain
are facing grim financial uncertainty
as a result of delayed payments
from brands.

and infrastructure, including logistics and availability of skilled
and reliable partners.
Dimensions’ highly experienced sourcing team has well
established and proven routes for specific fabrics and positions
manufacturing in countries and factories renowned for expertise
in specific garment types.

This abuse of power ultimately led garment workers to where
they are today. Across the globe, millions of garment workers in
the supply chain are facing grim financial uncertainty as a result
of delayed payments from brands. While some brands have
agreed to #PayUp, others have refused to pay for all of their
post-pandemic cancelled orders in a timely manner — if at all.
The repercussions of these brands’ actions are devastating, with
garment workers left food and housing insecure around the
world.

Corporatewear giant Dimensions sheds
light on supply chain

Wherever possible, Dimensions locates manufacture as close as
possible to fabric source to minimise transport cost, time, and
environmental impact, purchasing ‘fully factored’ garments where
appropriate, which allows more focused control and quicker
responses.
The sourcing team comprehensively selects supply partners to
ensure that the best quality products are being provided at the
right price, ensuring that each partner meets all the required
standards through regular audits.
Approved suppliers undergo a rigorous approval process which
includes a full factory evaluation and regular audits, using
SMETA (Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit) guidelines. This
process ensures that workers are employed in a safe working
environment and ethical and environmental standards are
maintained.

Sourcing from Bangladesh
Dimensions was the first corporatewear company to source

In January 2011, Dimensions opened a liaison office in Dhaka,

extensively offshore, developing an established multi-site global

Bangladesh, to establish sourcing routes in the region. The

sourcing chain that has been producing quality garments for over

company now has a team of 28 staff based at this office,

30 years.

including a dedicated Compliance Manager.

As full members of the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) for over 10

The opening of the Bangladesh office has allowed Dimensions

years, Dimensions fully endorses and supports ETI’s vision to

to develop its sourcing in the region and participate in various

act responsibly and promote decent work. Its strategy has been

charity schemes supporting the local workforce and community.

formulated to be consistent with the ETI Base Code, using this as

They monitor working hours by requesting factories to send

the benchmark for audit - alongside country law - and implement

information to the compliance team where they have contributed

its values into the supply chain.

to overtime hours.
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CREATE Commitment

Slave Free Alliance – Membership: The Slave Free Alliance

Dimension’s CSR policy and ‘Create’ plan depicts how they work
with suppliers to educate workforces and provide an acceptable
standard of employment and pay. First produced in 2015,
CREATE details a five-year strategic plan with a focus on trading
ethically and correctly, with the following core principles:

is a social enterprise and membership initiative launched by
anti-slavery charity Hope for Justice. Dimensions recognises
that it needs to be at the forefront of a global movement and
demonstrate an ethical commitment to its workforce.
HerProject - Health, Finance, Respect Educational Programs:
Global supply chains are a major employer of women. Women

C We pledge to collaborate with NGOs, Trade Unions and

represent an average of 68 per cent of the garment workforce

Worker Representatives, implementing programmes to

and 45 per cent of the textile sector workforce. The HERproject

better the lives of workers in our supply chain.

can change the lives of women who work in the supply base by

R We pledge that we will recognise our most responsible
suppliers who meet and exceed our requirements.

educating them on the importance of their equality, health and
finances.

Community outreach

E We pledge to work with suppliers and third parties to
reduce the impact our business has on the environment.

A We pledge that we will support our facilities through our

Fundraising is a major part of the Dimensions culture and
CSR agenda. One charity that has always stayed constant in
Dimensions’ fundraising activities is the Glory Bandhu Protim

audit process to ensure continuous improvement and drive

Samaj Kallayan Sangstha (GBSKS) Bangladesh School based in

towards best practice.

the slum areas of Dhaka.

T We pledge to work towards full transparency in our supply

Dimensions partners with 3 of its suppliers to manufacture school
uniforms free of charge, using stock fabric to make sets for over

chain.

E We pledge to educate our global supply chain partners to
understand and develop our programme and strategies.

300 children, as well as shoes, socks, ties, scarves, bags and
embroidered logos for each student. Members of the Dimensions
board and compliance team have visited the GBSKS school and
met with teachers and students alike.

Dimension’s CSR initiatives

During the pandemic, the company was able to continue

Inlight - Modern Slavery Supplier SAQ: Dimensions has partnered

supporting its overseas communities by donating food packages

with Intertek to implement their Inlight programme which aims to

to the families of the students in three schools in Dhaka,

deliver supply chain risk transparency and visibility.

Bangladesh.
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Championing a sustainable
framework for the
professional clothing
industry
It should come as no surprise that
the textiles industry is one of
the biggest culprits when
it comes to adhering to
environmental and human
rights standards. To make
matters worse, global
lockdowns brought about
by the COVID-19 pandemic
were notorious for causing
mass supply chain dislocation
and instability.
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S

ustainability is facing a
resurgence in the professional
clothing industry as more
companies realign their values to
champion resource efficiency and
ethical practices.
The PCIAW® Circular Textiles Report highlighted innovative
and environmentally conscious companies that are
effectively implementing circularity and recyclability into
their practices.
PCIAW® is continuing to shine a spotlight on trusted members
that have sharpened a focus on sustainability and transparency
through environmental accreditations and certifications. Now,
it is imperative that the rest of the industry follows suit and
demonstrates a collective resolve to prioritise sustainable future
development.

OEKO-TEX® builds consumer confidence
As brands and retailers capitalise on the growing consumer
interest in sustainable and ethical clothing, the industry risks
turning this interest into confusion. Despite this, the textiles
industry has already made significant shifts to more sustainable
practices, largely due to consumer demand.
However, without a standardised body enforcing definitions
of words like “sustainable” and “eco-friendly,” both of which
are on-trend, brands risk obscuring the true meaning of this
terminology and the science behind it, even with the best of
intentions.
Now more than ever, consumers are insistent on understanding
where their clothes are sourced from, how they are
manufactured, and the materials they comprise. In addition,
consumers are seeking independent, ethical, third party seals
of approval. There is an ever-growing demand for consumer
textiles to be produced in environmentally sustainable ways,
accompanying a call for enhanced supply chain visibility and

Shirley : unrivalled
expert reassurance
®

transparent product labelling. However, as sustainability terms
become tied up in marketing tactics, trust is increasingly
becoming an issue.

Reconciling perceptions of sustainability
Recent consumer polling has demonstrated the clear confusion
that exists around the term “sustainability.” Responses vary
widely, including long lasting and durable garments, positive
environmental impacts, reduced consumption of the earth’s
natural resources, reduced emissions in terms of air and waste,
and negative effects on our oceans. Others note the true human
cost of global textile supply chains. Consumers have a general
awareness of individual aspects of textile sustainability, however,
understanding how these aspects fit together as well as the
breadth of the sustainability crisis within the textile supply chain
is far beyond consumer consciousness.

OEKO-TEX® turns 30
Celebrating its 30th birthday this year, OEKO-TEX® makes
sustainability easy by enabling consumers and companies to
make responsible decisions that protect our planet for future
generations. The testing and certification process on which
Shirley®, the official OEKO-TEX® office for the UK, Singapore

standards are based guarantees maximum consumer safety and,

and Kenya, was founded in 1918 as a research institute and

as their tag line suggests, gives way to “Inspiring Confidence” in

began looking into the effects of garment production on the

textiles.

environment long before ‘sustainability’ became an industry
buzzword.

A robust example of well-informed product labelling is trusted
third-party certification, which increases confidence and makes

Shirley® provides continuing first class technical support to a

it easier to shop authentically. The MADE IN GREEN label by

global network of clients, including multinational yarn, fabric and

OEKO-TEX® features prominently on thousands of products

finished product manufacturers, high street retailers, the legal

sold by brands and retailers, both online and in-store, allowing

profession, and regulatory testing organisations such as Trading

consumers to shop for chemically safe and environmentally and

Standards.

socially sustainable textile products.
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Driving sustainable
development at
Carrington Textiles

MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX®

PCIAW® Editor Declan Osborn joins
Sean Moore, Quality Assurance
Manager at Carrington Textiles,
to discuss the biggest obstacles
to circular-ready fabrics, including
quality of recycled fibres and why
MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX® simplifies supply chain
transparency and assures consumers that professional
clothing and textiles bearing the label are manufactured in an
environmentally friendly and socially responsible way. The label
ensures that each product can be easily traced, offering new levels
of transparency to consumers.
Through a unique product ID and QR code, the digital labelling
platform provides detailed information on how and where products
were manufactured as well as highlighting the different production
stages at individual factories.
In order to qualify for the MADE IN GREEN® label, textiles must be
STANDARD 100 and STeP certified by OEKO-TEX®. As we come
into contact with numerous textiles in our everyday lives, chemicals
in products can cause worrying health effects. STANDARD 100
by OEKO-TEX® gives customers, manufacturers and retailers the
certainty that certified garments meet strict OEKO-TEX® criteria
surrounding the control of harmful substances.

STeP®: ‘Sustainable Textile Production’
STeP® certification is

B2B messaging on sustainability
requires a significant makeover.
Carrington Textiles is the largest producer of workwear fabrics in
the UK, exporting to over 80 countries worldwide. The workwear
manufacturer has consolidated its position as one of the leading
players in the professional clothing industry, producing over 55
million metres of fabric annually.
What standards and certifications does Carrington Textiles
work towards and why is this important?
The main standards and certifications we work towards tend to
be related to the performance and sustainability requirements of
PPE. OEKO-TEX® 100 limits and restricts the use of hazardous to
health substances in textiles and ISO 9001 is integral for quality
management. Both are now almost mandatory requirements
for a large number of customers, in addition to ISO14001 for
environmental management.
We are starting to see enquiries for additional sustainable and
environmental credentials. Two out of our three main fabric dyers
and finishers are OEKO-TEX® STeP accredited, and the third is

intended for factories

accredited with Bluesign®. These schemes reassure customers that

and textile manufacturing

the fabrics are produced in a safe and ethical manner and going

facilities focusing on

forward, we believe that these schemes will continue to grow.

compliance and continuous

What was Carrington Textiles’ experience in adopting

improvement in the key areas

recycled fibres into its fabrics, and was the quality equal to

of chemical management,
environmental performance

its longstanding product range?

and management, social

The initial ideas were difficult to commercialise due in part to

responsibility, quality management, and occupational health

the availability of the product. Most of the potential suppliers

and safety.

that we were in conversation with were only at lab or pilot

Brands and retailers are incentivised to respond

scale, as well as the supply infrastructure only geared for mass
volumes. However, we have recently seen changes within the

to consumer demand for clearly defined textiles.
We can safely say that transparency is good for

infrastructure in being more willing to work with trial lots.

business.

Recycled polyester has been around for decades now, but there
are still only a small number of suppliers, and recycled cotton
has an even smaller supply base. We have found some issues

www.shirley.co.uk

from a quality aspect in that the consistency of the colour of the

+44 (0)161 869 1610

feedstock has led to issues getting a white that’s comparable to

enquiries@shirley.co.uk
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We also see a drop off in strength, as the final product is no

As a sector, we need to change
our mindset and remember that
whilst some sustainable measures
may cost more financially, at least
they won’t cost us the planet.

doubt strong enough for the recycled polyester, but customers
are used to a certain standard and if a product isn’t hitting that
value, it’s perceived as lower quality.
Is the professional clothing industry responding to
sustainable fabrics positively and do you see the sustainable
range being the top sellers in the Carrington range?
We see a growing trend within our sector to embrace sustainable
products and it’s faster than ever before, but it’s still quite a
slow moving adoption. The bigger push is coming from brands
with direct contact with consumers. Traditionally, the market
was mostly focused on the bottom-line cost of an article, but
we are seeing more requests from the B2B and rental sectors for
sustainably sourced products. At the tender stage, some countries
and organisations are more focused on sustainability, with better
scoring methods or mandatory requirements on the composition of
sustainable, recycled products. Eventually, I can see a time where
all of our products will require a sustainable element.

Facilities in Europe are limited, with their product invariably
costing more than Asia, and you will still end up adding carbon
miles by shipping end-of-life garments or recycled fibre around
the world. Some blends, typically polycottons, are proving
difficult to successfully recycle, but there are a number of
systems that should be commercialised in the near future. Cost
is the next obstacle, as these products are
invariably more expensive. As a sector, we need
to change our mindset and remember that whilst
some sustainable measures may cost more
financially, at least they won’t cost us the planet.

We see a growing trend within
our sector to embrace sustainable
products and it’s faster than ever
before, but it’s still quite a slow
moving adoption.

www.carrington.co.uk
+44 (0)1257 476 850
info@carrington.co.uk

What are the obstacles facing Carrington Textiles and the
wider professional clothing industry in transitioning entirely
towards sustainable fabrics? Do you see a future of 100%
circular-ready fabrics?
Lack of infrastructure is probably the single biggest hurdle to
circular fabrics. In the rental sector, they may have more control
on collecting end-of-life garments than a distributor selling
garments directly to consumers. But there are very few facilities
that are capable of turning these back into fibre, and then

Incorporatewear:
Introducing the world’s
most sustainable
corporate uniform
Incorporatewear is a multiple award-winning corporatewear
and uniform company headquartered in Coleshill. It is renowned
for its expertise in designing personal corporate clothing
solutions for clients across the world. As a PCIAW® Trusted

turning fibre back into yarn.

Member, Incorporatewear has long adopted corporate social
responsibility, placing sustainability at the core of its business
activities.
The corporatewear expert is committed to supplying its
customers with reliable and sustainable products without
compromising the future; mindful that sustainability is a journey,
not a destination.
For over 10 years, Incorporatewear has been supplying
sustainable products as part of its uniform range, starting its
journey with PET polyester made from reclaimed plastic as
opposed to traditional polyester, a petroleum-based synthetic
reliant on the continued use of fossil fuels.
Today, Incorporatewear is working on the most sustainable
corporate uniform and managed service solutions in the history

Carrington Textiles - Sustainable Fabric - Coolcel200Plus - Polyester with Tencel
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Purchasing goals need to continue to shift from merely
optimising economic performance, towards sustainable
products that create a better balance between the needs of
today and tomorrow.

Purchasing goals need to continue
to shift from merely optimising
economic performance, towards
sustainable products that create a
better balance between the needs of
today and tomorrow.
Customers have a key role to play, with clearly defined
sustainability requirements included in their product
properties and managed service scope. The starting position
engineered throughout, including ethically sourced products and

for this can be as simple as ‘all polyester content must be

rigorous independent third party auditing procedures.

100% recycled.’

Through its strategic supply chain partner selection,

Crafting a circular future

Incorporatewear has focused on reducing its carbon footprint

Incorporatewear is working to reduce waste both in its

and using lean raw materials and finished garment ordering

operations as well as for customers, who must divert as much

to reduce excess waste. The company oversees the reduction

as possible to recycling, upcycling and circularity initiatives.

and removal, where possible, of packaging, using recycled and
biodegradable alternatives to contribute zero landfill waste and
ensure end-of-life product management.

There are a lot of opportunities in this space; a collaborative
approach with customers and wider supply chain partners will
continue to play a key role in the evolution of sustainability and

Transforming the design process

the value derived from it.

Incorporatewear identified very early on that design, sourcing,

A key part of Incorporatewear’s ongoing and future

and technical teams play a critical role in the formulation

sustainability strategy is customer engagement.

and execution of its sustainability strategy. During product

Incorporatewear works transparently in partnership with

development, informed decision-making on sustainable designs

customers to engineer the best fit sustainable solutions

is based on evaluating the impact across the life cycle of the

supporting the achievement of strategic sustainability

product. The end-of-life stage must be considered during the

objectives.

initial stages and evaluated against sustainability criteria such
as sustainable product content, waste reduction, transport
efficiency, longevity, and reuse.

Some highlights of Incorporatewear’s ongoing customer end of
product life initiatives include the reconditioning of products
and re-issue initiatives, engineering products for removal of

Scaling obstacles in rolling-out
sustainable garments

customer branding, late customisation, and re-sale via charity
stores or donation to developing countries, and recycling and

One of the greatest challenges to the large-scale supply

repurposing.

of sustainable products is the absence of a globally agreed

Incorporatewear is currently exploring future initiatives to

definition of ‘sustainability,’ accompanied by specific criteria

enhance its vision as the most sustainable uniform supplier. A

or guidelines in the context of apparel garments that impact

key focal point is ‘generation rent,’ which is the management,

awareness and understanding. Combined with a historical lack of

rental, recondition and reuse of uniforms to complement a

mainstream coverage, there remains a significant focus on cost,

closed-loop system.

resulting in products
being viewed as

www.incorporatewear.co.uk

commodity purchases

+44 (0) 1675 432 200

under a transactional

enquiries@icwuk.com

outlook.
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Strengthening relations with
Tunisia: OCO Global and
FIPA
£ per annum

Tunisia labour cost comparison

O

CO Global is a consulting firm
specialising in international
trade and foreign direct
investment since 2001. It is
collaborating with the Tunisian Foreign
Investment Promotion Agency (FIPA) to
support the attraction of investment
in Tunisia from several international
markets, including the UK, France, Italy,
and Germany.
The principal aim of OCO Global is to bring European investment
into Tunisia, enabling the local industry to flourish through
innovation and job creation. The UK market with its thriving
textile industry is a key market for Tunisia. In conjunction with
OCO Global, FIPA offers support and guidance to facilitate

Tunisian textile sector and international investors, working in
combination with PCIAW®’s network of buyers and suppliers in
the professional clothing industry.
OCO shines a spotlight on Tunisia’s thriving textiles sector,
highlighting the strategic advantages that Tunisia offers
businesses. Tunisia has a natural geographic advantage in
its relative proximity to the UK and optimal location on the
Mediterranean basin. The country is a high-quality nearshore
manufacturing base for textiles with fantastic customer service,
agility, and flexibility for UK workwear suppliers and buyers.
The Tunisian workwear sector has grown significantly since
the 1980s, when attractive production costs, adherence to
international standards, and a highly skilled workforce set the
sector apart. The efficient labour force ensures that production
quality is one of the finest in the world, with highly competitive
costs that are lower than Eastern European countries and
Morocco.

foreign investment in Tunisia.

A hub of international investment

The North Africa Joint Unit of the FCDO and the British

The country’s highly educated and productive talent pool is

Embassy Tunis (via TetraTech as the main contractor of the

capable of fulfilling all functions in a company’s organisation,

NATAF) has tasked OCO Global to act as a bridge between the

from research and development to management positions.
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This is largely thanks to an excellent education system

The North African country is also a member of the Greater Arab

recognised by international observers, with over 60,000

Free Trade Area (GAFTA) and has extensive bilateral agreements

graduates per year.

with other countries around the world. Tunisia’s dynamic

The Tunisian textile industry is well-established and experienced
in partnering with international partners throughout the supply
chain. Tunisia has secured FTAs with Morocco, Egypt, Jordan and
Turkey; its regional and international integration is evident in its

ecosystem has been developed to facilitate collaboration
between hubs, incubators, engineering schools, universities,
laboratories and innovative start-ups, accelerating the
improvement of project research and internal development.

inclusion in 54 bilateral agreements to protect investments.

Investment incentives

A Trade and Political Continuity Agreement was signed

Tunisia’s friendly business environment for foreign investors

between Tunisia and the UK in October 2019. The Agreement

grants financial incentives, tax reductions, and simplified

covers trade benefits and tariff-free trade of industrial

procedures of implementation and export and import. In addition,

products, strengthening the relationship between the UK and

the incentives provided by freedom of profits and capital gains

Tunisia. In 2018, trade between the two countries was worth

repatriation are key attractions to investors.

£378 million, an increase of 3.0% from the previous year.
The Tunisian textiles sector has over 1,600 foreign companies,
with 75% producing exclusively for export. As many as twothirds of companies operating in Tunisia are run or owned by
foreign investors. In sum, these represent around 400,000
jobs. The country has an already well established presence of
90 British companies, which amounted to 17,788 jobs in 2019.

Prime location
The North African nation is ideally positioned to facilitate imports
and exports due to its strategic location. It benefits from ease of
conducting business with European, Middle Eastern, and African
markets thanks to numerous free trade agreements.
The EU is negotiating a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Agreement (DCFTA) with Tunisia to expand open market
access for goods, services and investments for European
companies. Tunisia is also able to export to over 20 member
states of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern
Africa (COMESA), the largest regional free trade economic

Some examples include:
• Investment grants of up to 15% of the
investmentcost with a maximum ceiling of
1MDT (+260K GBP) for priority sectors
• Coverage of infrastructure spending and social
contributions
• Special incentives for regional development
zones
• Hiring foreign managerial staff within a limit
of 30% of the total number of managerial staff
(for 3 years, then 10%)
• Grants available for employee training
expenditures leading to certification of skills
(70% of expenditures)
• Intellectual property protection guaranteed

organisation in Africa.

www.ocoglobal.com
+44 (0) 7384 895232
barbara.grunewald@ocoglobal.com
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TUNISIA: unlocking the power of

I

n collaboration with OCO Global,
PCIAW® is shining a spotlight on
Tunisia’s outstanding female-run
businesses that reflect the country’s
remarkable talent and ingenuity.

2021, an exclusive webinar was held in partnership with CEPEX,

Since January 2021, PCIAW® has forged a close relationship
with OCO Global to cultivate exclusive nearshoring
opportunities in Tunisia to provide resilience to UK supply
chains after the debilitating effects
of a global pandemic.

professional clothing industry and offer unparalleled networking

the Tunisian Textile and Clothing Federation (FTTH), and OCO
Global to highlight B2B matchmaking opportunities between
Tunisian manufacturers and professional clothing suppliers and
buyers during the PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards 2021.
The highly-esteemed networking event will unite the entire
and exhibition opportunities for suppliers, buyers, manufacturers,
and distributors. The PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards
will include fantastic investment
opportunities and chances to forge
business partnerships between the

OCO Global is an international
consultancy with a 20-year legacy
of collaboration with the private
sector and governments across the
world to develop wide-reaching
successful business strategies.
OCO Global operates in a
specialist area of trade and foreign
investment, acting as a bridge
between the UK and Tunisia and
working on behalf of the North
Africa Joint Unit of the FCDO
and the British Embassy Tunis (via
TetraTech as the main contractor of the NATAF).

in the Maghreb region of North Africa, Tunisia is a dynamic and

Tunisia as the UK’s nearshore partner

PCIAW® and OCO Global are facilitating trade between the

In January 2021, OCO Global and PCIAW® hosted an exclusive

Tunisian workwear sector and the
flourishing UK professional clothing
industry.

Empowering women in
Tunisian trade
Tunisia possesses a vast spectrum
of talents and facilities with a skilled
capacity for washing, spinning and
dyeing yarns, as well as a precision
for textiles manufacturing. Located
enriching textiles nation with longstanding ties to the UK. Both
Tunisian textiles sector and the UK by promoting innovative

webinar promoting the Buy Tunisian Textiles project funded by

textiles companies with the relevant skills for the UK market.

the UK Foreign, Commonwealth Development Office (FCDO)

Various studies by the UN and the WEF have shown that as

and supported by the British and Tunisian Ambassadors,

of 2020, only 47% of women participated in the global labor

with speakers from the Tunisian government, CEPEX, Gerber

force, in comparison to 74% of men. Globally, only one in three

Technology and Hunter Apparel Solutions.

businesses are owned by women, and these companies tend to

The webinar facilitated collaboration between UK buyers and

be small and operate in the informal sector. Additionally, women-

Tunisian manufacturers, shining a spotlight on significantly
competitive production costs and a dynamic, inventive workwear
industry.

owned firms are vastly underrepresented in international trade,
with only 15% exporting from their country.
OCO Global’s Export Facilitation Programme in Tunisia supports

Looking towards the future, PCIAW® is opening the doors to the

female entrepreneurs with specialist training in management,

world-renowned PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards held on

leadership, marketing and sales, as well as financial literacy to

2-3 November 2021 to the Tunisian textiles industry. On 25 June

strengthen and scale up their businesses.
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The PCIAW® is committed to supporting innovation in Tunisia,

Khalta was awarded first

collaborating with OCO Global to help businesses expand their

prize for the Best Design

network on a national and international level. The following

Gallery from SADIKA in

case studies showcase Tunisia’s leading female-run businesses,

2016 and has featured

supported by OCO Global in collaboration with The Next

in Femmes De Tunisie,

Women Tunisie, which encapsulate the country’s flourishing and

Disrupt Tunisia, FF Designer

agile textiles industry.

Magazine, and Ideo
Magazine.

Tunisia’s leading female-run businesses

In 2021, Khalta was the

encapsulate the country’s flourishing

recipient of a grant disbursed by the British Embassy in Tunisia

and agile textiles industry, which is

and administered by OCO Global, Tetratech and BFPME, a stateowned bank with a mandate to support SMEs, to help enhance

ideally positioned for collaboration

their capability and strengthen their export activities

with UK buyers and suppliers.

Architect with Artisan (AwA)
Samia Ben Abdallah is the founder of

Khalta: reinventing concrete

Architect with Artisan (AwA), a thriving
handicrafts business in Tunisia. As a
graduate of the National Architecture
and Urban Planning School of Tunisia,
Samia has worked in Paris and Tunis

Khalta

before joining an architectural agency
at The Lac. With over 15 years of
architectural experience, Samia has

we reinvente cement.

perfected object design to create bespoke home accessories,
including lighting, jewellery holders, coat racks, coffee tables,

and chairs. She draws inspiration
from
the pictorial
references
of of AwA whic
Samia Ben
Abdallah,
architect
and founder
Architect with
Artisan.
Tunisian painters like Nejib Belkhoudja,means
foregrounding
a timeless

Khalta is a creative design studio that designs and produces

and linear heritage throughout
AwA aher
linework.
of leather goods and accessories that brings

together a creative universe inscribed in the continuity of

furniture, decorative objects, lighting, and jewellery from a
special mix of Tunisian cement. Khalta produces 100% handmade
Tunisian products based on a unique recipe of light, strong and
malleable concrete.

AwA has a unique line oflinear
leather
goods and
accessories
architectural
heritage
and an that
innovation in vernacu
bring together a creative universe inscribed in know-how.
the continuity of

a linear architectural heritage, as well as innovation in vernacular

AWA expresses the new trend of generation 25/45 (millenn

know-how. The specialistconnected
business and
relies
on the finest leather
evolving between communities, which ha

Khalta started in December 2015, when Imen Farah and

created atannery,
break inwhich
the traditional
consumption
sourced from a large Tunisian
empowers
the local habits and se

a new lifestyle more responsible in the contemporary to exp

Molka Ayadi joined forces to open their own architecture
workshop. Imen graduated from the Superior National School

workforce and economy.
an identity of one’s own and committed. The new generat
rejects the concepts and logos that convey excessive

of Architecture of Lyon in 2012, going on to work for various

AwA and belonging
consumption and a lack of personalization and belonging

architecture firms in France before returning to Tunisia. As the

AwA expresses the new trends of the millennial generation,

daughter of an architect, Molka graduated from the School of

embodying connectedness and evolving relations between

Architecture and Urbanism of Tunis in 2013, working at various

communities as traditional consumption habits give way to a

French architectural firms before joining her family business. The

new, responsible lifestyle in this contemporary age of liberated

two conceived of the unique idea of creating a product line of

individual identity.

concrete objects, named Khalta, the Arabic word for mixture.
After a thorough 9 months of research and development, Imen

AwA offers a line of bespoke, timeless products that are of the
highest quality, complementing a clean, essential lifestyle.

and Molka formulated a special recipe for a fibre-reinforced
concrete. In September 2016, Khalta was unveiled to the public
for the first time, debuting a collection of home decor, lighting,
and tableware. Since then, Khalta has expanded its global profile,

The AwA concept
expresses a continuous
search for functionality,
combining creativity

forging key partnerships in Tunisia and across the world. The

and innovation to

innovative start-up continues to develop new collections and

herald a new dawn

ranges and is renowned for its characteristic concrete, clean, and

of aestheticism and

minimalist design.

elegance.
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Soltana and Fierce: Breaking barriers
Fierce is a leading
Arab sportswear and
activewear brand
providing high-quality
fashion for the expansive
Middle East and North
Africa market. Its
founder, Fatma Ben
Soltane, is a skilled,
innovative and creative
Tunisian designer
with over 10 years of
experience in the fashion
industry
An adept entrepreneur, Fatma previously launched SOLTANA, a
luxury ready-to-wear women’s brand in 2015. This prêt-a-couture
brand showcases exclusive embroidery, combining sophistication
and glamour to produce a distinguished and elegant style
renowned for consistent quality.
Fierce is a successful and inclusive women’s luxury brand that
sells its exclusive products through an innovative e-commerce
platform. The selection of ready-to-wear women’s sportswear
and activewear are composed of certified performance fabrics.
Fierce products are skillfully manufactured in-house, boasting
strong technical expertise and know-how based on international
standards. The eco-friendly manufacturing process upcycles
unsold items to generate as little waste as possible. In addition,
Fierce uses recycled fabrics composed of discarded plastic
bottles, with the eventual goal of producing 70% recycled fabrics
by the end of 2023.
The Fierce vision is to mix optimal functionality with glamorous
fashion for all shapes and sizes. As an inclusive brand, Fierce
aims to normalise
hijabs within the sports
industry, leading to
acceptance, confidence,
and empowerment.
The renowned
activewear brand has
made significant inroads
into the athleisure
market, providing
fashionable, inclusive
and high-quality
products at competitive
prices to buyers across
the world.

S&S Design: expert manufacturers
Based in the historic
textiles capital of Korba,
Tunisia, S&S Design is just
80km away from Tunis
Carthage Airport and Enfidha Airport.
Founded in 2018, S&S Design is a Tunisian textiles and clothing
export company with a team of highly skilled staff and a
standardised working system. The team is in a continuous process of
expansion and enhancement, incorporating the latest technological
innovation in order to ensure that customers are provided the best
possible textiles quality.
S&S Design manufactures a wide
range of products from the high-end
market, including professional and
branded clothing in the hospitality and
medical industries, to custom madeto-order garments with a variety of
customisable options. The efficient
production and delivery process are
keys to its success, with dedicated
production units for cutting, dyeing, printing and stitching, which
allow S&S Design to accommodate large scale orders. The expert
manufacturer can offer flexibility on quantities and deadlines,
adapting to agile planning requirements for a diverse range of clients.
In addition, S&S Design has been working on upcycling with
renowned designer brands like Ahluwalia, recipient of the 2021
Queen Elizabeth II Award for British Design. Both companies have
successfully regenerated the lifecycle of vintage and surplus clothing
through various textile and patchwork techniques. S&S Design has
also collaborated with award-winning fashion labels across the UK
and Ireland, including AGR and Robyn Lynch, the designer menswear
brand featured in London Fashion Week 2020.

As a significant textiles exporter to
Europe, Tunisia nurtures both foreign
and local-owned export companies,
solidifying its position as one of the
leading garment suppliers in the world.
The Tunisian textiles industry is flourishing with design-led
innovation and the finest manufacturing capabilities. As a
significant textiles exporter to Europe, Tunisia nurtures both foreign
and local-owned export companies, solidifying its position as one
of the leading garment suppliers in the world.
The North African nation presents compelling benefits as a
nearshore manufacturer of specialist textiles and professional
clothing for UK buyers and suppliers.
if you would like to know
more about women-owned
textile companies please
contact OCO Global.

www.ocoglobal.com
+44 (0) 7384 895232
barbara.grunewald@ocoglobal.com
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Newest Members
of the PCIAW®

T

he PCIAW® is excited to welcome
more Trusted Members into the
fold of its thriving community
than ever before.
PCIAW® membership offers unparalleled access to exclusive
networking opportunities and resources unique to the industry,
including the chance to showcase your achievements on the
world’s largest directory of buyers, suppliers, manufacturers

BTK Europe
BTK Europe is an ingenious
textiles manufacturer in the
wear2wear™ consortium, the
industry partnership of European
companies dedicated to closing
the textiles loop through manufacturing new textiles solely from
recyclable and single-origin materials.

and service providers dedicated to the professional clothing

With over 13 production facilities and almost 10,000 employees,

industry.

BTK Europe prides itself on manufacturing according to the
design2recycle principle, which creates the basis for all future

DressBest Uniforms

recyclable products. Design2recycle ensures that all individual
components of textiles can be separated with a technically-

With 25 years of

viable and cost-effective process once they are used, focusing on

experience in bespoke

already recycled materials to guarantee upcycling quality.

corporatewear, DressBest
produces and manages

Andersen Walker Ltd

service-oriented uniform

Andersen Walker Ltd is a leading

programs for some

consultancy firm specialising

of the world’s most prestigious hospitality brands, airline

in strategic planning for sales

companies and corporations across the globe. These include

and marketing, sustainable

The Waldorf Astoria, The Ritz-Carlton, Hilton Hotels, and The

development goals, travel

Four Seasons.

and event consultancy, and

Uniforms designs,

DressBest Uniforms has developed invaluable experience in

digitalisation.

creating exceptional image apparel from hospitals to aviation,

The renowned consultancy company provides unparalleled

ground handling, security, health & spa and governmental

expert advice to private companies, associations, and public

entities. With headquarters based in Istanbul and offices in

entities as well as professionals. This philosophy of Andersen

Miami, Amsterdam, Dubai, and Jeddah, DressBest conducts

Walker means that each client and project is uniquely valuable.

operations of an international magnitude to deliver hundreds of

The team employs a deep-dive and careful study of customer

thousands of perfectly tailored, stylish, and high-performance

needs to ensure that a satisfactory client target is the final result,

uniforms.

every time.
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Bodi.Me

Big Red Digital

Bodi.Me has

Big Red Digital is renowned for

been a pioneer in

providing highly visible, results-

clothing size and

driven websites, as well as digital

fit optimisation

marketing and bespoke software

since 2014, with

solutions that truly deliver for

expertise and technology based on years of research into the

clients.

apparel sector and garment fit, with over 350,000 3D body
scans and models.

With over 30 years of experience in software development,
Big Red Digital has an experienced team of designers,

Bodi.Me is committed to solving the garment industry’s fit

developers and business people who are passionate about

problem by using touch-free body measurements through its

making a significant impact on clients across the world.

easy-to-implement size advice tool that delivers fast and
accurate results with minimum data.

In 2019, Big Red launched an exciting Squad Management
Platform for no other than the celebrated Celtic Women’s

Ideal for uniform suppliers and e-commerce platforms, Size-

Football Club. More recently, the company developed the

Me integrates with existing systems and matches wearers

web-based uniform and PPE ordering portal, Smart Red,

to the right size garment through Bodi.Me’s proprietary AI

which offers a market-leading and proven ordering portal that

technology.

employees can access online, anywhere, anytime.
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PULSAR®

Madeira

PULSAR® has

Madeira is a global

the UK’s most

player in the

innovative collection

embroidery thread

of specialist

industry and the

performance apparel, with expertise in high-visibility, flame

choice of market leaders worldwide. Its current embroidery

retardant and electric arc protective clothing.

thread range has over 100 years of research and development

In addition, PULSAR® is an official supporter of Pink Ribbon
Foundation, a grant making trust with a mission to fund
projects by providing financial support to UK charities that

invested, equipping users with the highest possible quality
product designed to meet the demands of a modern embroidery
business.

help people who are suffering from and have been affected by

Madeira’s threads are used by commercial brands from

Breast Cancer.

mass production to Haute Couture and individual creation,
on everything from sports to fashion, homewares to church

PULSAR® prides itself on partnering with suppliers that are
committed to environmental welfare and sustainability. The high
performance specialist has partnered with Carrington Textiles
to utilise their Flameban Max 310 fabric in the production of its
hi-vis orange Electric ARC workwear.

adornments and are standard for branding, uniforms, corporate
logos and promotional items. Sustainability is key for Madeira,
which has the globally recognised standards of ISO 9001, OEKOTEX, GOTS and RSL.

IBG
International Brands Group
(IBG) is a renowned leader
in the design, development,
sourcing and sales of branded
sports, outdoor, uniform and
safety footwear.
With over 40 years of experience and a portfolio of established
global footwear brands, IBG is one of the world’s foremost
branded footwear companies within the sports, outdoor, uniform
and safety industries, with leading quality distribution in over 100
countries.
Its products perform to the highest international standards,
maintaining IBG’s position as a key supplier to major international
retailers, a professional network of distributors, licensees, military
and law enforcement agencies across the world.
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Inspectron

Gerber Technology,
a Lectra Company

Inspectron
are highly

Gerber Technology,

respected

a Lectra company,

global leaders in

has crafted an

the document
integrity and verification marketplace. Its systems inspect, verify,
track and report on millions of documents, labels, identity cards
and packages produced around the world every day.
Inspectron is trusted by global financial institutions,
government departments and printers as key partners in the
production of passports and ID cards, currency paper, tax
stamps and other security printed items. It is the leading
preferred supplier for European Central Bank quality marking
and tracking solutions.

expert legacy
spanning over
50 years in the textile and soft-goods manufacturing space,
reflected by its forward-thinking approach to the new digital era.
In June 2021, Lectra acquired Gerber Technology. This strategic
combination, of which all stages have now been successfully
completed, has led to the creation of a leading global Industry
4.0 player for the fashion, automotive and furniture markets.
Gerber Technology, a Lectra company, is an integral force in
helping companies around the world develop, manufacture and

Daletec

take their products to market smarter, faster and more efficiently.
It offers unparalleled integrated software and hardware solutions

Daletec is a renowned Norwegian

to over 100 Fortune 500 companies.

producer of FR fabrics, famed for its
consistent high quality, comfort and
extreme durability.
Daletec has developed, built and tested
a highly-efficient global supply chain,
with efficient, reliable mills and guaranteed supplies of the best
raw materials, with ISO14001 certification.
An exceptional leader in FR fabric, Daletec has produced enough
material for heavy industry workwear manufacturers in over 35
countries, on all continents – enough to circle the planet several
times over. To mark Daletec’s 140th year celebrating fabric
excellence, the renowned company collaborated with PCIAW®
and CORDURA® brand to deliver EXTREME X – Inherent Flame
Protection combined with excellent comfort and long-lasting
performance.
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,
Suppliers Benefits & Resources
Showcase your business on the
world’s largest directory, dedicated
to the professional clothing industry.

The Professional Clothing Industry
Association Worldwide

Suppliers’ benefits and resources

We can offer PCIAW® membership to businesses
across all professional clothing sectors, including,
corporatewear, workwear, PPE, textiles, accessories,
manufacturing and safety footwear, with specific
features that relate to your area of activity and costeffective rates based on your turnover. We can provide
guidance on a range of issues including the benefits of
being a federated member of UKFT.

Buyers from across the world upload their tenders on
PCIAW® website for suppliers like you to contact them.

ACCESS TO TENDER LISTINGS

FIRST-TO-MARKET INDUSTRY NEWS
Be the first to receive industry-specific news and
information.

INDUSTRY EVENTS
A dedicated, centralised industry events calendar. Select
the best events for your company

ACCESS TO BUYERS’ DIRECTORY
Exclusive access to our comprehensive directory of
international buyers

ONE VOICE
Collective representation on matters that affect
businesses both big and small

PROMOTION OF YOUR BUSINESS
Discounts on rates for advertising, the Buyers’ Guide, the
PCIAW® Summit, the PCIAW® Awards
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PCIAW® Membership
Packages
Visit www.pciaw.org
and join today
Platinum
Membership
£10,000

Bronze Membership*
£2,900
1 x Topical Feature

1 x Company Profile A4 page

1 x A4 Quarter-Page Advert

2 x Topical Features

Unlimited Press Releases
* Only

1 x A4 Quarter-Page Advert
1 x E-Newsletter Banner 4 Weeks
1 x Homepage Website Banner 12 months
Unlimited Press Releases

eligible for businesses with a turnover up to £5m

Medium Business
Membership** £1750
1 x Topical Feature

Gold Membership
£7,500
2 x Topical Features
1 x A4 Quarter-Page Advert
1 x E-Newsletter Banner 2 Weeks

1 x PRODUCT VOICE Box Advert - 4 Editions
Unlimited Press Releases
* * Only

eligible for businesses with a turnover up to £2m

Small Business
Membership*** £999

1 x Homepage Website Banner 6 months

1 x PRODUCT VOICE Box Advert - 4 Editions

Unlimited Press Releases

Unlimited Press Releases
* * * Only

Silver Membership
£4,500
2 x Topical Features

Unlimited Press Releases

Unlimited Press Releases

Summit & Awards

Micro Business
Membership**** £499
1 x PRODUCT VOICE Box Advert - 2 Editions

1 x A4 Quarter-Page Advert

PCIAW®VOICE

eligible for businesses with a turnover of up to £999,999

* * * * Only

Buyers’ Guide

eligible for businesses with a turnover of up to £499,999

Uniform Buyers’ Network

www.pciaw.org
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Thank you to our sponsors,

Public
Sector
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speakers and exhibitors

26 MAY 2021
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PRODUCTVOICE
Be seen in PRODUCTVOICE in every issue of the magazine.

Have your company contact details and logo listed as a regular part of PCIAW®VOICE,
serving as a product guide for buyers. 43mm x 55mm approx.
Price per issue: £115. Per year: £390.
Tel: +44 (0) 1908 411 415 or email: info@pciaw.org to book your space.

Cobmex
Brickfield House
High Road, Thornwood
Epping, Essex CM16 6TH
Tel: +44 (0) 800 852 7286
Email: enquiry@cobmex.com
Web: www.cobmex.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

VAP Sourcing Ltd
Flat B4, House 29, Road 5,
Sector 10, Uttara Dhaka 1230
Tel: +88 01613 060324
sourcing@vapsourcingltd.com
www.vapsourcingltd.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Shield
360NW
Ltd
Bristol & Bath
Science Park
Dirac Crescent
Emersons Green
Bristol, BS16 7FR
Web: shield360.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1172 441910
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Hunter Apparel
Solutions Ltd
Springtown Industrial Estate
Derry-Londonderry
Northern Ireland. BT48 0LY
Web: hunterapparelsolutions.com
Tel: +44 (0)28 7126 2542

Trusted PCIAW® Member

PDC UK

ANIVEC

5 Hampton Hill Business Park
High Street, Hampton Hill
TW12 1NP
Tel: 020 8614 8880
Email: info@pdc-big.co.uk
Web: www.pdc-big.co.uk
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Av. da Boavista,

3DLOOK
55 East
3rd Avenue

3523 – 7º
Porto, Portugal
Web: www.anivec.com
Phone: (+35) 1226 165 470
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Branded Workwear
26 Tallon Road, Hutton,
Brentwood CM13 1TJ

San Mateo
CA 94401

Trusted PCIAW® Member

T: 020 3633 2699
E: sales@brandedworkwear.store
W: www.brandedworkwear.store
Trusted PCIAW® Member

United States
www.3DLOOK.me

Andersen Walker Ltd

APT Fabrics Ltd

Big Red Digital

BODI.Me

86-90

20A Ballygelagh Road

15 Lonmay Place

199 Bishopsgate

Paul Street

Ardkeen, Down BT22 1JG

Glasgow City G33 4ER

London EC2M 3TY

London, Hackney EC2A 4NE

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

+44 ((0)7854064324

0141 771 7242

+44 20 7581 0094

www.andersenwalker.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

www.aptfabrics.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

www.big-red-digital.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

www.bodi.me
Trusted PCIAW® Member
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DressBest Uniforms Evolve Retail
Bramley House
& Corporatewear
Merkez Mahallesi Kazım Orbay
Caddesi 55, Istanbul
34381 Turkey
+90 (0) 212 295 50 35
www.dressbestuniforms.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Long Eaton
Nottinghamshire NG10 3SX
United Kingdom
0300 303 3980
www.evolveretail.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Gerber Technology

Incorporatewear Ltd

Unit 7 Mercury Way,
Trafford Park, Manchester
Lancashire M41 7LY
United Kingdom
+44 1-860-871-8082
www.gerbertechnology.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Edison Road
Hams Hall
National Distribution Park
Coleshill B46 1DA
+44 (0) 1675 432 200
incorporatewear.co.uk
Trusted PCIAW® Member

W. L. Gore &
Associates
(UK) Ltd

Lenzing

Kirkton Campus, Simpson
Parkway, Livingston
West Lothian, Scotland
EH54 7BH, United Kingdom
00800-2314-4000
www.gore-tex.co.uk

Project Plan B

Trusted PCIAW® Member

Trusted PCIAW® Member

Seahawk Apparel

Sizer Technologies

76 Whitecraigs Road, Whitehill
Ind Estate, Glenrothes,
Scotland KY6 2RX, UK
01383 627 100
www.scottgroupltd.com/direct/
seahawk-apparel/
Trusted PCIAW® Member

22 Maskit Street
PO Box 12809
Herzelia Pituach, 4673322
Israel
www.sizer.me

Teamdress Stein
Deutschland GmbH

Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft
Werkstraße 2
4860 Lenzing, Austria
+43 7672 701 2743
www.lenzing.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

PCIAW®VOICE

Trusted PCIAW® Member
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6 Seaton Park
Plymouth
PL6 5WR
www.projectplanb.co.uk

Brandstücken 27
22549 Hamburg, Germany
0049 40 800 905 86
teamdress.com/en/
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Uniform Buyers’ Network

QuantaCorp
Amelia Earhartlaan 17 K.08
9051 Ghent, Belgium
+32 9 298 15 89
info@quantacorp.io
www.quantacorp.io
Trusted PCIAW® Member

ecmanage bv
Amperelaan 4, 2289 CD
Rijswijk, Netherlands
www.ecmanage.co.uk
t: +31 70 415 7120
E: info@ecmanage.co.uk
Trusted PCIAW® Member

www.pciaw.org
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SERVICESVOICE
ecmanage bv
Amperelaan 4, 2289 CD Rijswijk
Netherlands
www.ecmanage.co.uk
t: +31 70 415 7120
E: info@ecmanage.co.uk

Amelia Earhartlaan 17 9051 Ghent Belgium
Sint-Denijs Westrem
Oost-vlaanderen 9051
Belgium
+32 9 298 15 89
quantacorp.io

3D LOOK

Evolve Retail

55 East

Bramley House

3rd Avenue

Long Eaton

San Mateo

Nottinghamshire NG103SX

CA 94401

United Kingdom

United States

0300 303 3980

3DLOOK.me

evolveretail.com

Big Red Digital

BODI.Me

15 Lonmay Place

199 Bishopsgate

Glasgow City

London

G33 4ER

EC2M 3TY

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

0141 771 7242

+44 20 7581 0094

big-red-digital.com

bodi.me

Sizer Technologies

Gerber Technology
Unit 7 Mercury Way,
Trafford Park, Manchester
Lancashire M41 7LY
United Kingdom
+44 1-860-871-8082
www.gerbertechnology.com

22 Maskit Street
PO Box 12809
Herzelia Pituach
4673322
Israel
sizer.me
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FABRIC & FIBRE VOICE
INVISTA / CORDURA®

CALVELEX

For more than 45 years, CORDURA® fabrics have been selected by
makers of high performance gear and apparel where durability counts.
Manufactured by authorised fabric producers around the world, the
principal CORDURA® fabric collections use INVISTA’s high tenacity
nylon 6,6 fibre technology and offer excellent abrasion resistance with
tear and tensile strength. CORDURA® Classic fabric technology is
widely used in garment reinforcement. CORDURA® Denim and NYCO
fabrics based on intimate spun blends of INVISTA’s T420 nylon 6,6
fibre and cotton offer comfortable, durable performance solutions for
workwear garments.
For more information about CORDURA® brand fabrics please contact:
INVISTA Textiles (UK) Ltd., Ermin Street, Brockworth, Gloucester, GL 3 4HP,
UK. Email: CORDURA@INVISTA.com Tel: +44 (0)1452 633000. Tim Anson
– Marketing & Product Development – EMEA Region +44 (0)1452 633789.

CALVELEX is based in the North of Portugal, in the very heart of the
Portuguese textiles industry, one of the most important textilemanufacturing regions in the European Union. Since 1985, CALVELEX
has devoted itself to clothes manufacturing and it has always
striven to accompany as closely as possible the growth that has
taken place within the sector.
The constant updating of technological equipment and production
processes, along with the training and motivation of the human
resources involved, mean that CALVELEX manufacturing units have
achieved a degree of efficiency, which place CALVELEX among the
most successful competitors in the sector on a national level.
Monte do Calvelo, E.N 106 nº 1132, 4620-256 Lustosa, Portugal
Tel: +351 255 880 320 Web: www.calvelex.com

Lenzing FR®

Carrington Textiles Ltd

Lenzing FR ® protects against heat stress. Produced from wood, a
natural raw material, Lenzing FR ® offers protection against heat
and flame in a variety of different applications. Around the world
Lenzing FR ® sets the standard for quality among cellulose fibres
with an incorporated FR agent. Only Lenzing FR ® is produced using
the Lenzing Modal® process. This ensures that the very highest
fibre tenacities are obtained and makes it possible to insert the FR
agent in a permanent manner.

The largest producer of workwear fabrics in the UK, exporting
to more than 70 countries worldwide, with over 60% of our
products going to new markets. Over 35 million metres of
fabric are produced annually. Throughout Europe and beyond,
millions of people go about their tasks in workwear made from
Carrington fabrics. New ideas to meet the most stringent
performance requirements encountered in diverse areas such
as heavy industry, light engineering, food processing, retail,
distribution, pharmaceutical, healthcare and defence.

Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft, 4860 Lenzing, Austria, Werkstraße 2
Phone: +43 7672 701 0
Telefax: +43 7672 701 3880 Email: office@lenzing.com

Carrington Textiles Ltd., Market Street, Adlington nr Chorley.
Lancashire PR7 4HJ
Tel: 01257 476 850 Web: www.carrington.co.uk

W. L. Gore & Associates
Gore’s prominent position in the workwear market can be
attributed to two key factors: their creation and development of an
extremely wide range of functional and technical fabrics which are
waterproof, breathable and windproof and its policy of establishing
close brand partnerships with leading manufacturers. Gore
Workwear offers the highest quality standard of PPE by tailoring
the application of its technical fabric to the specific requirements
of the end user.
Gore garments and footwear provide durable protection which will
last longer, need replacing less often and offer value for money.
W: www.gore.com Contact Gore on 0800-833357
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Daletec
Daletec is the renowned Norwegian producer of flame retardant
fabrics for clothing that protects against heat and flames,
electrical arc and hot metal splash. The company’s fabrics are
famed for their consistent high quality, comfort and extreme
durability. Daletec has expertly produced FR fabric for heavy
industry workwear manufacturers in more than 35 countries, on all
continents – enough to circle the planet several times over.
Daletec AS Fabrikkveien 1, Postboks 53, 5721 Dalekvam, Norway
Postboks 53, Dalekvam 5721 Norway
W: www.daletec.com E: info@daletec.com T: +47 56 59 41 00
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2nd-3rd November 2021
Hilton London Metropole
in partnership with

Contact: info@pciaw.org Tel: +44(0) 1908 411 415 Visit: www.pciaw.org

